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G ood O ld S ta n d -by99
Th e gun that users swear by against all comers.
Pick out some friend you know who uses one.
A sk him about i t Let him show you the Solid
Breech, Bottom Ejection— shells, smoke and
gases go down away from your face; three Safety
Devices, simple Take-down, the Hammerless
feature.

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

. T»h, w ^ en. yo? « « r e a d y to buy it g o t o the Raminsto n -U M t dealer in this community. Y ou’ ll know him by
the Rad Ball M ark o f R a m in gto n -U M C —th* Sign of
Sportsmen s Headquarters.

To keep

your gun cleaned and lubricated right.
use R «m O il, the new powder solvent, rust pre
ventative and gun lubricant.

Center of the best Trout andSalmon Fishing

Remington Arm s-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.

GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING

2 9 9 Broadway.

New York

Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine
W he ne ve r you w rite to one of our

HOTEL BLANCHARD
STRATTON

advertisers,

MAINE

don’t forge

Maine YVo°ds.

It

tto

mention

is important to

In the center of the Fish and Game you to do sq; im p rtan t to us and
Section. Write for booklet.
the
advertiser
naturally wants to
B
H OTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON MAINE,

K.

H. GROSE.

Prop,

LARGE DEAL
IN LAND

kow where you ofund his name

F . J . D . Barnjum Sells to the Dead
f One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Lake, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
the best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
For particulars write for free circular to

River Timber Co.

new position which he is to
and his choice by the board
ectors came after endeavors
a man suited in every way
position.

assume
of dir
to find
for the

As Mr. Smith has not yet resigned,
the matter of a new superintendent
lias net been given much thought at
present.— Sanford Tribune.
The many friends of Mr. Smith in
Phillips are pleased to learn of this
fine position to wbiich he has been
elected.

in progress, for they were lined up
on both sides of the streets
for
some distance, hut the fact was that
it was the district meeting of the
Rebekahis a-nd the members had come
by auto instead cf by train as for
merly, some over 100 coming * by
auto.
This was the occasion
of
the
District meeting a-nd the grand of
ficers, Mrs. Virginia Holbrook, pres
ident of the Assembly of Maine,
cf Bangor, and Mrs. Addie Norton of
Farmington, district deputy president
were present.

Another large timberland deal has
recently been recorded in Somer
set county, being the transfer of 25,LA K EW O O D CAM PS,
Middledam , Maine
000 acres of 'Tand on Dead Ri/ver by
Frank J. D/"Barnjum of Beaton to
the Dead River Timberland Company.
The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing
Hope Rebekah Ledge was not ex
The tracts of land included are the
TIM P O N D C A M P S
pected to exemplify the work, but
South Half of No. 3, the Basin Tract
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and i and the Black Brook tract. The £onon Tuesday word was received ask
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
ing them if they would not, as they
; sidération is not giV'en in the deed
had been disappointed by the lodge
Ibut the Revenue stamps represent
JU L IA N K. V IL E S & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.
the payment of .$259,500.00 for the Grand Officers Present and Large who were supposed to do this: Under
the circumstances they could ■ not
property.
Attendance.
very well decline, but only had one
rehearsal fer preparation-.
They re
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
One passing down Main, street last ceived words of prais-e from the
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp.- For rates, descriptive circulars
Thursday afternoon
would
have grand officers and certainly did comMid other information, write
thought
that
an
auto-mobile
show
was
(Continued on page eight).
ED. G R A N T (EL S O N C O . ,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G ra n t’ s M e.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

Capt. F. F. COBURN,

REBEKAHS MEET

IN PHILLIPS

Ed. G rant’s Kennebago Camps

SUPT. SMITH
WILL RESIGN

Sanford’s Supt. of Schools Elected
B A U D M O U N T A IN

C A M P S B*,

a

BaJdVMountain Cam ps are situated at the foot of Bald M ountain on M ooselookm etunticLake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections— Auto
road to camps—Telephone connections— T w o mails daily W rite tor free circular.
AMOS E L L IS. Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain, Maine
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Treasurer of the New Sanford
Trust Co.

HOTEL FOR SALE
HOTEL TWITCHELL, IN ANDOVER, Oxford County, Maine,
together with all of the furniture and equipment necessary to operate the hotel
and in such a condition that it can be opened for business within forty-eight
hours after possession is taken.
This hotel is situated in the beautiful village of Andover, is located on a
good auto road twelve miles from the South Arm f Rangeley Lakes, three
miles from Silver Lake, formerly known as Roxbuiy Por.d, where there is ex
cellent white perch fishing also some trout and salmon, in the very center of
some of the best trout brooks in the state of Maine. Elegant auto drives in all
directions. The grounds contain one acre on which the hotel stands. Good
auto garage with gasoline tank and a large new livery stable. Ice house now
full of first quality ice. Modern steam heating plant only used two years,
plumbed, and connected with Andover's water system fed from mountain
springs. House is four stories and has accommodations for seventy-five guests.
Tennis court and croquet grounds. Fourteen miles from the Frye station of
the Maine Central Railroad, sixteen miles from the station at Rumford. All in
all one of the most pleasant locations of any inland hotel to be found in the
country. ,The same will be sold and possession delivered at once. Write for
booklet.

Sanford is to lose its superinten
dent of schools, Isaac A. Smith,
who, it i® expected, will tender his
resignation at an early date.
On
Wednesday cf this week Supt. Smith
was elected treasurer of the new
Sanford Trust Company and
has
already
taken
his
oath
of
office
be
Mountain View, Maine
fore the board of directors. . Mr.
Por further particu lars w rite or address
Smith expects to commence his dut
ies
cashier on or about June 1.
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
| The asnews
that Mr. Smith is. to resign
Mountain View,
*
*
*
Maine. | as superintendent came as a sur
SPAULDING BISBEE, Agent,
prise to Ms many friends in this
May 22. 1915.
town.
For thie past four years Mr.
Smith has had charge of the Sanford
and Alfred public schools and un
der him the school system in San
ford has been very efficient.
He was elected superintendent of
the Sanford public schools by the
Sanford Committee on March- 20,
1911, following the resignation of D.
W. Colby.
For three years previous |
HE R A N G E L E Y
LAKES
AND
DEAD
R I V E R : R E G IO N
to that he had been superintendent of
the schools at BuekfieM, Maine, and
Eers many attractions to the F I S H E R M F N . 1 he nurn- five years prior to that time had
ous Lakes, Ponds and Stream s in this territory are been principal of the Webster Gram
ill stocked and a continuous supply o f fish is provided mar School at Auburn, Maine.
Mr. Smith has many
friends
t by wise laws, well enforced. T h is region is easily throughou-t the state and a hießt of
them in Sanford who are pleased to
ftched in one day from Boston.
bear
that he has been elected -to- this
You will make no mistake by arranging for yoar SPRING
responsible position, but at
the
ISHING TRIP to any of these waters. A descriptive booklet
same time are -sorry to learn that be
ithgood map, free on application.
is to complete bis duties as the head
Mr.
Smith
P.N. BEAL,
G e n e r a l Manager,
Phillips, Maine, of Sanford’s schools.
is believed to be well fitted for the
F R E D H E N D E R S O N , P r o p ,,

Mountain View House

SPRING FISHING
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Rumford, Maine.

HEALD POND CAMPS

Will Soon Be Here

J a c k m a n , M a in e
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the day of has arrival which proves Fowler records a 3-pound trout to
the ¡big ones have not all been day.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Gove, Mr. and
caught.
Mr. Hampshire took
a
good pair of salmon weighing- 3% Mrs. F. A. Healy, are a delightful
are
pounds and 3 pounds, and they will party of Boston people, who
glad to return after an absence of
no doubt record others.
no
The jolly ten went home Saturday several years, and have found
“ Long Distance to Come, but It
place
more
beautiful
than
the
Bark
morning “ E. Z. (Moe) Mark” was
Is Worth It.”
They have Ga,rd Hinkley and
high line in-numbers, including a trio er.
of salmon 4 pounds, 3% pounds and Jim Stewart and will no doubt have
(Special Correspondence.)
3Y2 pounds.
J. P. Morse
caught fisth to record, fish to eat, and fish
the
largest,
a
4%
pound
trout.
P. J. to send home.
The Barker, Moos el ookmegu nt ic
Dr. and Mrs. F. G. Eddy of Provi
Lake, May 23—With the coming of Bergen caught a 3-poun d trout. Wm.
dence, R. I., who are annual comers
Sheimwald
recorded
a
3%
pound
tine wild flowers and the summer
They all were lucky fisher have joined their friends, Mr. and
days the city people are back to the trout.
log cabins they love so well. From, men and had a good catch to take Mrs. S. Harold Green, Mr. and Mrs.
A. MiCyNabi, Jr., who, came .last week
nearly every camp the smoke that to Boston with them.
and the party are having a delight
curls upward in a blue column aF. X. Johnston had several 2-pound
Dr. Eddy lias Charles Re
gainst the green of the forest on ers to take home to Boston and his ful stay.
cord
for
guide.
Bald Mountain makes a pretty pic i friend, Barron Birl of Lynn
was
L. W. Hotchkiss of Nelw
York,
ture, as the boats cross and recross more than proud to record the “ big
after an absence of 20 years, came
gest yet,” a trout of 5 pounds
the lake.
Saturday and will soon be joined'by
Who would not be proud to
Many of the first comers
have weight.
lus son.
reeled in a box of trout and salmon land a speckled beauty of that size?.
Every day brings new arrivals and
and returned to their homes to tell
Messrs. J. E. Ackerman and E. the hotel and camps will scon be
fish stories about “ my trip down in Feibelman have just come in with,
crowded.
Maine.'.”
a catch of fish, anyone might envy.
Wim. Crosby of Rumford, who in
Caanp Knickerbocker is taken by a Mr. Ackerman, had five salmon, one winter has been clerk in a Florida
couple on their wedding trip, Mr. and 5 pounds, a 3Vz pounder and three 2- hotel is this shmlmer to have charge
Mr. Feibelman had three of the office and is already veiry pop
Mrs. F. H. Babcock of Mill Neck, pounders.
Long Island, N. Y., who will spend record salmon, two 3% pounds and a ular with the guests.
,
4
pounder.
Each are to send a
their honey moon in a. log camp.
Messrs. J. E. Ackerman, and E. box home to-morrow, which will be
Feibelinan, Bostonians, who
were the proof of the wonderful fish yarns
We wonder if the
here last year are keeping the hearth they reel off.
stone warm in Cozy Corner Camp. size cf Mr. Ackerman’s tackl^ case
Oscar Parker amid Ernest Demerritt has anything to do with the size of
are their guides.
As yet they have the fish he hooks.
Dr. P. H. Ingalls of
Hartford,
recorded no big ones but have had
Our local fishermen have been out
Conn., a member ¿>f the Governor’s j in numbers during the past week and
enough for the fry pan.
The belated addition to the party staff, arrived Friday night acccmpan-, according to all reports the general
“ It is a long success has been good. Messrs.
of ten, who were here last week ar ied by Mrs. Ingalls.
rived Thursday •night, Messrs. Wan. distance to come just for an outing Adams and Brown returned from Mr.
Hirsh, Win. Hampshire, Alden Solo of four days, but it is worth it,” Adams’ camp on Moxie and reported
in. fine success.
Mr. Brown reported
mon, Bostonians.
Fred Fowler and said the Doctor as they came
Levi Dow are taking them where the after a . day on the lake. They plan the water vary low in the lake, it
fish bite.
Mr. Solomon, who visit to return for an extended stay lat having been drawn off for log driv
ed these lakes a quarter of a cen er in the season.
ing purpose®.
Wm. Hirsh of Boston, with Fred
tury ago, brought in a 4-pound trout
During three hours’ fishing at Emb
den pond, E. H. Holt, G-uy Lambert,
George Waugh and Atablen Boyington
caught 15 togue and one salmon. The
fish were on exhibition in Curtis’
window, the envy of all.
Along toward the last cf last week
or the beginning cf this week, Mr.
Charles Dyer made a trip to Han
cock pond.
He had good luck and
brought home all that the law would
allow, but as many another man has
Designed by an old experi« need trapper, upon true scientific principles.
dene, left the biggest one in the
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap.
pond.
The fish broke the hook afte
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
a few minutes’ play and according
GATGrt ’ EM ALIVE AND M A K E MORE MONEY
to Mrs. Dyer it weighed at least 20
pounds.—Madison Bulletin.

THE JOLLY TEN
RETURN HOME

SOME CATCHES
OF MADISON MEN

LIVE ANIMAL TRAP ^ X

‘raponthe

TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
BOX W, OAK PARK, ILL.

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are com
ing this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bur
eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau

Phillips, - Maine

C A R O L IN E

A.

FISHING IN
NORTHERN MAINE

W innegarnock House,
North
East Carry, Me., T . B. Snow,
Propr.

G IL E

Mrs. Caroline A. Gile passed away
at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Clarence Gile, Kennebago Road Mon
day, May 10, after a brief
illness.
For a long time she had been in
poor health but her final sickness
lasted about six weeks.
Mrs. Gile was born in Temple, the
daughter of Josiali and Sarah Tag
gart Lakin, and had she lived until
June 15 would have been 70 years old.
She was twice married, her first
husband being John Royal. Her ear
ly married life was spent in Massa
chusetts.
About 31 years ago sihe
married PMLbrick Gile and has since
resided in Rangeley.
She was the mother of four child
ren all of whom are living and were
present at the funeral.
They are
Mrs. Emma Irens, Stafford-Springs,
Ccnn.; Edgar Royal, Freeport, Me.;
Mrs. Arthur Gile, Mrs. Weston
N.
Toothaker.
Funeral services were held in the
chapel, Rev. H. A. Childs
officiat
ing.
Airs. O. R. Rowe and Miss
Susie Tibbetts sang a beautiful selec
tion.
O. R. Rcwe presided at the
organ.
The bearers were Clarence
Gile, Edgar Royal, Weston. Toothicker,

en this week was caught by the
Mayor of Willimantic, Maine.
Thi8
fish was thirty-four inches lopg and
weighed eight pounds and five ounc
es.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Huntley, Miss'
Emma Chaffin and Armond Pitre
chauffeur, came through from Fitch
burg, Mass., in their big Hudson car.
Walter Arnold is guiding Mrs. Huntley, who. is a systematic as well as
an enthusiastic fisherweman. Every
fish she catches is carefully measuy.
ed and accurately weighed and a
record is made of the measurement
weight and the locality where caught
as well as the time required to land
the fish and kind of lure used. Mr.
O U T L E T H O U S E A N D C A M P S , A. Huntley objects to these records as
lie claims it don’t give the fish a
J. W IL S O N , PROP., MOOSEchance
to grow in one’s imagination
H E A D , ME.
when the catch is being talked over
Miss Chat
The fishing still remains excellent by the winter fireside.
fin
caught
in
one
afternoon
five nice
at the above resort.
Fish brought
in on the 14th are as follows: Party salmon, the largest weighing ¿>ur
Gen. E. S. Boss, and Ms
of Bangor men, 16 trout and togue; pounds.
chauffeur,
Arthur
Small,
Came
Miss Hammett of Troy, N. Y., four
trout and two salmon, one weighing through from Connecticut with his
5*4 pou-ndis; Dr. E. T. Neal 1ey of Ban Cadillac Eight which speaks well for
gor, 12 good sized trout and
two the roads to this- back woods camp.
salmon; E. J. Fuller, Boston,
six Tlie General is having fin© success
Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
trout; C. T. Shattuck, 11
trout; with live bait.
George Hall, Orono, five trout; Mrs. E. Monbio of Somerville, Mass., are
Mrs. Monblo up
Geo. Hall, Orono, one five pound having great luck.
to
the
present
time
holds
the record
laker; Mr. and Mrs. Brewer, Cam
bridge, Mas«., 12 trout and lakers. for the season having landed the
This makes a total of sixty-three fish most salmon and the largest of any
of the women guests; her largest
brought in on the 14th.
this week being 4 pounds 12 ounces.
Fish brought in on the 15th and
Mr. J. J. Cotter of New York City
16th are as follows:
On the 15th:
has been at the camps nearly three
Dr. E. T. Nealey, Bangor,
three
weeks.
He is a real spoilsman and
large trout; E. H. Blake, Bangor,
makes it a rule to not kill more than
eight square tails, cne salmon, one
two salmon in any one day. Mr. Ar
togue; E. T. Shattuck,
Northboro,
thur Small of Willimantic, Conn., is
Mass., 10 trout; Mr. Geo. Hall, Oronc,
having some fine sport; in one af
five trout; Miss G. L. Hammett, one
ternoon he caught four nice salmon,
large trout; Mr. and Mrs.
G.
S.
the smallest weighing 3 pounds and
Brower, Cambridge,
Mass.,
five
the largest 4 pounds and 3 ounces.
trout; J. E. Fuller and Mr. Libby,
Mr. D. J. Fagan of New York City
Boston, eight trout.
Cn the 16th:
is enjoying his semi-annual
fishing
C. T. Shattuck, nine togue and trout;
trip to these camps.
He is a
Geo. Hall., three lakers, two salmon,
great lover of Sebec Lake and comes
eight treut; Boston party, consisting
from New York twice each
year
of J. E. Fuller, N. T. Libby, Brook
to try his lures on the landlocked
line, Mass., F. L. Diebe, E. W. Diehe,
salmon.
A good number of guests
J. E. Lott, L. M. Huson, Brookline,
are booked at Packard’s Camps for
Mass., John Kesihishyan and E. D.
the June fishing, which is weH
Bellmap, New York City, J. E. Burke
known to be the best salmon fishing
and E. M. Arcy of Boston, and Clyde
month of the entire season
with
Harvey of Hartland, Me.,
caught
either fly or bait, still fishing or
nineteen trout and lakers; Mr. and
trolling.
Mrs. G. S. Brower, Cambridge, Mass., |
10 trout; Miss G. L. Hammett, one j
troutjj Dr. E. T. Nealley, two lake 1N E W H O M E FOR P H IL A D E L P H IA
R I F L E CL U B .
trout.
The

O B IT U A R Y .
MRS.

Herbert Wilbur.
Interment was at
Evergreen cemetery.
The following flowers were sent by
loving friends:
Pillow, Mr.
and
Mrs. Weston Toc.thaker; roses, Mr.
and Mrs. Leeman Wilcox; roses, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Gile; roses, Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Ross; a wreath with the
word “ mother,” Mr. and Mrs. cla r
ence Gile; a wreath with the word
“ Grandma,” Wilfred and Merlean
Gile; wreath, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hoar.

Report from the above resort is to
the effect that the trout apd salmon
are taking hold in great shape; some
fine catches have been made,
one
party cf six brought in over
60
trout and salmon on May 11th.
Billy

Soule’s New Camps,
Maine.

Oxbow,

The fishing at the above camps
has opened in fine style and a very
successful season is looked fcr. Mr.
Soule is now at Lake Millmagassett
with, a party of eight guides and nine
sportsmen, and another party
of
six is due on the 25th Inst. There
are a few 2 V4 pounders being taken
out of the little stream
Umcolous
and many smaller ones, and
they
are running up quite fast no,w.
Bangor, Me., May 19, 1915.
Packard’s Calnps,

Sebec

Lake,

Me.

The Philadelphia R ifle’ Associat
ion, one of the most progressive civ
ilian rifle club® in this country, has
recently completed arrangements for
a permanent home in that city, at
1926 Green Street.
The association has for a number
of years been extremely active in
connection with all kinds of rifle
and revolver sheeting, both indoors
and outdoors.
With the unlimited facilities afford
ed by the new indoor ranges it is
hoped that eventually the association
will be classed as the largest and
most active rifle club in the United
States.
The officers are: President, Nath
an Spering; vice-president, A. W.
Broekmeyer; secretary’ , Dr. Robert L.
Dubbs; treasurer, George Sclilaohter;
executive officer, Dr. Ellis E. W.
Given; range master, Harry A. Dill.
One of the oldest rifle clubs in
the United States, the Philadelphia
Rifle Association was also the first
to affiliate with the National Rifle
Association of America upon its reor
ganization in 1901.
The association,
in addition, is affiliated with the Unh
ted States Revolver Association.

The weather has been fine and the
high water in Sebec Lake has made
extra good fishing for the past week.
Some big catches have been made
by the guests at Packard’s Camps,
Whenever you write to one of out
postoffice address Sebec Lake, Ale.
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
The salmon have run large and plen
Maine Woods.
It is Important to
ty of them.
The largest salmon takyou to do so; important to us and
the advertiser naturally wants to
know where you found his name.

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Young
w om en
g o in g
to
B oston to w o r k o r s tu d y ,
a n y la d y g o in g to B o s to n fo r
pleasure o r on a s h o p p in g
t r ip w it h o u t m a lo e s c o rt w ill
find th e

Franklin Square
House
a d e lig h tfu l plac e to sto p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In t h e h e a r t o f
B oston e x c lu s iv e ly f o r w o 
m en .
630 ro o m s , s a fe , c o m 
fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
p rices re a s o n a b le .
F o r p a r
tic u la r s and p ric e s a d d ress

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., H E . Newton St., Boston, Mass.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. PICKKL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing TieMA
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
R A N G Ë LE Y.
MAIN!

‘ ‘ M on mout h Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free-

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth,

-

-

-

Matt*

M A IN E

WOODS ,

Tobacco, Like Food, Must Be
Fresh To Be Good
R eal tobacco fla v o r depends upon the le a f b eing pre
served in its n atural state, possible only b y pressing the
leaves into p lu g fo rm and keeping it in b y coverin g it
with a natural le a f w ra p p er.
T h e n atural flavor and
strength o f to b a c c o esca p e w h e n cu t o r granulated.

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , M A Y 27, 1915.

ies than a carp for a salmon.
But not all Rainbow are thus dis
tinguishable.
Until two years odd,
when they first spawn, all the fam
ily fire much less vividly
marked,
and may bie readily mistaken
for
Clark trout when the latter are adult
and in spawning dress, when the
male Clark cr Cutthroat trout has
the wide, faint, rosy sheen
which
then appears.
Old males of the Irideus or Rain
bow family frequently take on livid,
blotchy colors and the whole fish is
sometimes as red as a spent
ilog
salmon.

From an Angler’s Diary these notes
will help to fix the “ stripe” feature.
The reader will observe that
one
T a k e a P lu g o f Sickle th at is ev e n th o rou gh ly dried out
lot of fish is from Blue
mountain
so that w h e n y o u w h ittle it o ff it c ru m b le s into dust, but it
waters and the other from Cascades.
will b u m and sm o k e sm o o th and cool as it h as all o f its orig
“ May 28, 19—, Reuben Montgom
inal tobacco fla v o r preserved, un evap orated in P lu g F o rm .
ery displayed in a window a lot of
fine trout caught by him in the
W h ittlin g a pipeful is little trouble, am p ly repaid
McKenzie river.
One was a big
in both quality and q u an tity. T r y this experim ent and
Dolly Varden, 28 inches long, weight
judge for yourself.
8 V2 pounds dressed.
Eight
were
Rainbows of one to two pounds,
weight.
The red bar on side was
very striking; as deep as if painted
in Indian red.
On every fish this
extended from opercle to base
of
tail.”
'“ Oct. 28, 1912, Mr. Finley has fine
specimens of Rainbows caught yes
terday in Umatilla by C. K. Crans
ton. All typical, no doubt
about
them.
Eight to twelve inches long.
All bear distinct stripe of deep red
along median line and a little be
low'.
In the largest this stripe is
half inch wider midships.
It begins
rather narrow and fainter in color
sprang from a commcn parentage and
at the opercle and diminishes near
might be one and the same fish. The
the tail.”
apparent difference between a Steel-Two great ichthyologists state that
head recently from the sea and a
tlic “ Rainbow may be known by the
typical adult “ Redside” or Rain
numbers of scales in a line
from
Perhaps before this chapter is in. bow is surely greater than the dif head to tail, which is about 120.”
ference between a Rainbow of a
Both say its scales are larger than
print there will be no Rainbow' trout.
pound weight and a Clark trout of
in the Steeihead or Clark trout.
The debate of the question whether
that size; yet we have no confusion
One of these scientists is Doctor
the Rainbow and Steeihead trout are of the two latter.
The
greatest David Starr Jordan. He named this
one and the same lias waxed warm chance for doubt is when the Steeltrout “ Rainbow” in 1870, the spec
er for some years among learned ihead, in the spawning season,
ac
Leandro
men.
The greatest American ichthy quires a red side and enlarged head imen being taken in San
creek, near Alameda, California.
ologist, Dr. David Starr Jordan, has and jaws.
The description given by Doctor
during the past twenty years
held
Let us leave out any consideration
Jordan of the Rainbow seems to be
four opinions on this question, and
cf the fish least known to bc-th seien
followed implicitly by many writers,
may even now' have changed
his
tist and angler—Mascn trout, which
though very incomplete, and even
mind again.
This readiness to re
is believed to inhabit only streams
questionable.
The statement that
consider liis view's cn the subject
west of the Cascade summits— and
“ its head is larger than any other
indicates a broad and receptive at
take into account the type
which
Pacific trout” is open to question, th
titude, and it also indicates to the
most anglers know' as Rainbow
or
pictures illustrating the article showrlaymian. that this question is a dif
Red side, found only in streams of
ing the Clark trout’s head to be
ficult and puzzling subject.
the Cascades and eastward, at least
Perhaps the
In one of his earlier descriptions in Oregon, Washington and north- the larger of the two.
Rainbow
trout
of
California
differs
Doctor Jordan has w'ritten:
“ There w'ard.
from ours, but two-year-old Rainbows
are no circumstances in which I have
The first and most prominent dis
not been able to distinguish the Rain tinguishing trait of a Rainbow adult eight to ten Inches long, from Ore
gon w-aters, show a
considerably
bow' from the Steeihead.” In a work
fish, of two years old and more, is smaller head length than Clark trout
by Doctor Jordan and Charles
F.
the peculiar red stripe along
the of the same size.
In unusually larg
Holder (1909) the opinion is less side, following pretty closely
the fish of either
species, especially
positive, as follows:
“ Very careful
tail.
This mark in the Rainbow is breeding males, the bead is dispro
comparison of specimens leaves no
median line from the operc-Je to the portionately largedoubt that the two are distinct.”
a narrow stripe, not half an inch
In all under-size trout, the tail is
Two years ago Doctor Jordan told wide in fish of a pound weight, and
much more deeply indented than in
tlie w'riter of this article that
he not much wider than half an inch in
mature, large specimens. All
big
thought it probable the two types very large specimens of even
five Rainbows Ihave
seen show a
pounds and more.
Both sexes bear “ square” or nearly right line along
this mark, but it is brighter
and the margin of the tail when fairly
bigger on males.
extended.
This is so noticeable a
On a typical Rainbow this stripe feature thatin many places this
is densely fed, nearly Indian
red, trout is commonly called “ square
and so clearly defined that it ap tailed trout.”
TIM E T A B LE
Certainly the shape of the Rain
pears as if painted with one sweep
of a narrow paintbrush.
It is not bow’s tail distinguishes him easily
In Effect May 3, 1915
a rosy blush such as we see on the from Clark trout,
which, has
a
of a male Cutthroat, but a rounded hollow in the mid-margin,
FARMINGTON-P a sse n g e r trains leave Farm side
ington for Phillips. Rangeley, Kingfield and B ig  den.se, livid, narrow bar.
This mark and the corners or lobes
grace full
elow at 5:15 P. M-. and for Phillips at 12:07 P. M.
In the Rainbow the points
Passenger trains arrive from Phillips at 6:55 A . is more brilliant at the beginning of rounded.
M.. and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at the mating season, and grows misty are sharply angular,
as in
the
210 P. M.
and faint after spawning.
I think Steeihead.
The difference between
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A . M., and leaves at
tlxis mark is more pronounced
on the tails of all the salmon is easily
11:00 P. M.
of
the learned, but is so little as to con
STRONG—Passenger trains leave for Farming- Rainbows of waters east
ton at 6:23 A. M. and 1:37 P. M .. for Phillips at Cascades.
Certainly no such vivid fuse. Steeihead and Rainbow.
12:37 P. M., and for Phillips and Rangeley at 5:46
One Of the characteristics
given
P. M., and for Kingfield and Bigelow at l :50 P. M. band is seen cin Clark or Mason or
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 12:37 Dolly Varden trout, nor ever on the by Doctor Jordan is:
“ Head
ob
P. M. and 5:46 P. M.. from Bigelow at 1:25 P. IVL,
On tusely ridged above.” Several other
from Rangeley at 1:37 P. M .. and from Phillips at Steeihead of my acquaintance.
6:23 A. M. and 1:37 P. M.
any but the Rainbow, where a rosy writers copy this description exactly.
Mixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A. i t ,
trom Rangeley at 10:35 A . M. and from Kingfield or purple tint is seen on the sides of It is plain that they have taken the
»t 8:10 A. M
the trout it is a thin, transparent Doctor’s statement without question,
Mixed train leaves for Phillips at 1:45 P. M .. for
than half permission cr examination. Lock for
Farmington at 8:45 A. M .. for Bigelow at 9:00 A. tint, extending over more
M.. and for Phillips and Rangeley at 12:01 P. M.
the side of the fish vertically.
In the “ obtuse ridge,” and See if there s
tlie any such feature.
PHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave for Farm the Rainbow typically marked
ington at 6:00 A. M. and 1:15 P. M ., for Rangeley
Doctor Jordan says, “ the
mouth
stripe is vivid, dense in color, sharp
at 6:13 P. M.
and
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 12:55 ly defined—not shading faintly away is smaller than in Cutthroat,”
P M. and 6:08 P. M.. from Rangeley at 1:05 P. M
so it is.
This difference is evident.
into
the
general
color
as
it.
does
in
Mixed trains leave for Farmington at 7:30 A . M .,
other species—and is a barrow The gape of the Rainbow from tip
Rangeley at 1:20 P. M ., Strong 10:15 A . M.
Mixed trains arrive from Rangeley at 10:00 A . M., stripe, not more than one-sixth
the of jaw to corner of the mouth is
from Strong at 12:26 P. M.. and from Farmington
about one-fouAh less than in Cut
at 2:15 P. M.
width cf the side.
There seems to be no good reason throat. The angle of the open mouth
RANGELEY—Passenger train leaves forFarm ngton at 11:25 A. M.. and arrives from Farmingfor
naming this fish “ Rainbow',” but in Rainbow' is just in line with front
ton at 7:50 P. M.
In Cutthroat the
In no trait edge of eyei-piupil.
Mixed train arrives from Strong at 3:45 P. M., it is a splendid name.
mouth
extends
back
to middle
of
and leaves at 7:30 A . M.
save the red side does he resemble
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 1:00|P. M. the bow of heaven moire than
his pupil or farther.
for Farmington and arrives at 6:15 P. M .
In young and medium size fistli the
fellows; and the stripe instead of
KINGFIELD—Passenger train leaves for Bige
Rainbow’s head is distinctly
more
being
seven-hned
is
one
bright,
dense
lowat 9:00 A. M. and 6:38 P. M., for Farmington
at 12:40 P. M.
bricky red.
A trout so marked is blunt and rounded than, in any other
In this feature there
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves for Farm- certain to have all the other traits of our trouts.
agton at 10:50 A. M.. and arrives from Farm ingis a noticeable difference from the
of
the
Rainbow
and
to
be
no
more
ton at .7:28 P. M., from Kingfield at 10:00 A . M.
readily mistaken for any other spec adult Steeihead, which, has a more
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s
pointed upper jaw.
Comparison, I believe, will estab
lish this difference as one certain
mark of recognition.
There is an
“ innocent” air in th© profile of till©
Rainbow, due to tills roundness of
the front of the maxillary.

The tendency of th is tribe of trout
seems to be to go to sea, at least
from adjacent rivers, and the Rain
bow is probably no exception.
Of
the Clark trout’s going to sea and
return we know a little—more than
is known of any of the others, yet
very little.
There are few things
els© tihat I would rather knew with
certainty than these times of the
trout’s sea-going, the trout’s reasons
therefor, the changes produced
in
their traits by this sea-dwelling, and
their return to the rivers. The dif
ficulty of observation is very great,
yet seme of ouir coast streams seem
to offer ready opportunities.
As to the sporting quality of the
Rainbow, most of my readers are
better informed than I.
Men who
write good books upon angling give
this trout high praise, and some say
he is the greatest fighter among th©
trouts.
Most eastern writers think
him inferior in this trait to
the
eastern brook trout.
The Rainbow has been successful
ly planted in many waters of the
eastern United Statels, in
Europe
and in New Zealand.
In the latter
country it has increased enormously
both in numbers and size, the giants
of the tribe being numerous there.
____________________i

The eye seems to be* a very not
able point too. In recent examina
tion,s I have observed the eye of
Rainbows to be peculiar by reason
of its larger size— one-fifth greater
diameter than that of Clark trout—
and. by a staring look which the
latter has not.
The iris in Rain
bow' is broader than the Clark and
of a clear, pale yellow, with rarely
any spots in cr on the iris, while
the eyes of many Clark trout exam
ined recently show the iris to be
almost covered by dark spots resem
bling the spots of the
surrounding
skin.
The narrow band of iris sur
rounding pupil is also of a darker,
rich gold.
My opportunity for observation of
Rainbow is rare, and I do not ven
ture to be dogmatic concerning him;
but I hope this peculiar difference in
sizes and marking of the eye may
prove to be distinctive.
One other peculiarity marking the
Rainbow is the usual presence of
spots on the cheek or opercle, black
and round. Color and shape of these
spots, as well as the peculiarity of
their placing, seems a distinct trait.
The general ‘color of the Rainbow',
except in breeding season,
differs
little from Clark trout, except
the
red bar.
Sometimes a
Rainbow
is very profusely spotted, but usually
Folowing are some of the catches
the Clark trout is more numerously made by guests at Gay’s camps re
speckled.
cently:
H.
J. Farrington, Boston, lake
There is, I believe, a real differ
ence in the majority of the spots, in trout, 4, 2V2 Lbs.; salmon, 2y2 lbs.
J. H. • Fitzpatrick, Boston, lake
shape.
I thought tw© years ago
that in the spots was a sure mark. trout, 5, 10, 5 Ibis.; salmon, 5 lbs.
Mrs. Floyd Grant, New York city,
Specimens of Rainbow then
seen
were marked mostly by little cres lake trout, 6%, 2y2, 214, 3 lbs.; sal
cent-shaped spots, scmetimes joined mon, 2 lbs.
together making a “ 3,” and with oc
F.
E. Nichols, Boston, lake trout,
casionally a third crescent attached 6, 4, 2*4 lbs.; salmon, 5 Lbs.
to the “ 3” ; but I found some^ Clark
W. A. Marble, lake trout, 2% lbs.
Mirs. E. A. Bigelow',
Worcester,
trout w'itli the same marks.
How
/Z lbs.; salmon,
2Y2
ever, the spots of the Clark
are Mass., 2y2, 2X
mostly larger, and are °f a-u irreg lbs.
E. A. Bigelow, Worcester, Mass.,
ular circular or hexagonal type. The
spots on base of tail are larger and lake trout, 2%, 3, 3, 3y2 lbs.; salbaon, 3 lbs.
v
blacker in the Clark trout.
Amcry Austin, Newport, R. I., lake
The variation of spots and colors
in all trout, at certain times, is so trout, 2, 2y2, 2%, 3 lbs.
W. E. Johnson, Worcester, Mass.,
great that few naturalists
w'ouid
risk an opinion on these alone. The square tail trout, 1 lb.
Rainbow' frequently lias red stripes 1 H. N. McDougail, Rockland, lake
under the mandible, but they are trout, 3, 3, 2 lbs.
Mirs. H. N. McDougail, Rockland,
narrow'.
The .Clark trout is some
times almost without these, but square tail trout, 1y2 lbs.
Rev. W. H. Ramsay, Wellesley
where present they are twice
as
broad as in a Rainbow' of the same Hills, Mass., lake trout, 2%, 2, 5,
size.
Both fish return from the sea 2 y2 lbs.
Floyd Grant, lake trout, 3 lbs.
with hardly a trace of this throat
Roseoe Bicknell, Worcester, Mass.,
mark.
Authorities referred to above state square tail trout, 1y2 lbs.; lake trout,
that the Rainbow is the typical trout 3, 3y2, 3, 3, 3y2 lbs.
Mrs. Roseoe Bickwell, Worcester,
of coastwise streams, and that
it is not found east of the Sierra Mass., lake trout, 7, 3 lbs.
James Inness, Boston, lake trout,
Nevada 0 ” Cascade ranges; yet in
the same chapter the waters of the 2y2 lbs.; salmon, 8 Lbs.
Perley Smith, lake trout, 2 y2, 5
Klamath lake and its tributaries are
cited as the most remarkable Rain lbs.
H. B. Bird, Rockland, lake trout,
bow' trout fishing in America.
./
The great typical Rainbow is not 2 lbs.
W. W. Mullen, Portland, lake trout,
found in Oregon or Washington
coastal rivers, though abundant
in 2y2, 5, 2y2, 3 lbs.
Mrs. H. C. Beamon, Boston, lake
Rogue river above Grants
Pass.
Neither is it seen in the west-side trout, 3 Ibis.
-H. C. Beamon, Boston, lake trout,
streams of the Willamette.
It prefers, apparently, the large 3, '2yz lbs.
R. C. Storey, Boston, lake trout, 4
streams of the Cascades, both east
and west slopes, and appears to be lbs.
Jack Hayes, Boston, lake trout, 3
more abundant in the southern riv
ers—McKenzie,
Rogue,
Klamath, lbs.
E. I. Lowe, Portland, lake trout,
Shasta, etc.
It finds it way
up
the Sacramento to Goose lake, and 3 lb®.; salmon, 6 lbs.
Mrs. Chari es H. Dill, salmon, 4
is also abundant in Deschutes, Klick
itat, White Salmon and a few' other lbs.; togue, 5 lbs.
A. D. Odell, togue, 5 lbs.
mid-Columbia rivers.
Seme of the finest specimens ever
A T PEASE POND.
seen in Portland came from Silvios
river, a large stream flowing
into
diaries Bubier, Wilton, bass, 2, 2Y2
the land-locked waters of Mallvenr
lbs.
lake.
Walter Bryant, Jay, bass, 2, 1y2
Lewis river is the farthest west
that I have seen Rainbow trout, but lbs.; pickerel, 2 lb®'.
probably Kalama lias some too.
Best Wood for Furniture.
,Naturalists speak of Rainbow's (as
The latest use for locust wood is In
distinct from the Steeihead) being
the manufacture of tine furniture and
found in the waters of the sea. on interior finishing of fine residences.
British Columbia and Alaskan coasts. The wood has a grain and color not
Doly Varden trout cf great
size found in any other timber.
sw'arm in the Alaska seas in the
neighborhood of the rivers, and thou
Always Something to Do.
Life is just one swat after another.
sands are canned as salmon on Bris
tol Bay, in the southeast corner of First it is candidates for office and
Behring Sea.
Several times I have then it is carpets and flies.—Chicago
News.
seen Clark trout among young sal
mon from Puget Sound, and they had
Medicines in the Tropics.
been netted in the same haul at sea.
In the order named, quinine, calo
The eastern brook trout goes to sea mel; castor oil, tincture of iron, opium
from St. Lawrence river, and returns and brandy are the medicines most
silvery and spotless as “ seatrout.” used in the tropics.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

THE WORK
HORSE PARADE

and stopped in Burrell’s camp Satur
day night.

There was a ball game Saturday
p.
m., between the Rangeley and
J. W . B r a c k e t t C o .
Stratton
teams.
The score Was
Sunday, June 6, will be observed Ly The regular monthly business meet
Phillips, Maine
The Boston Work Horse Relief A s  seven to five in favor of Stratton.
ing
cf
the
Epwonth
League
wild
be
the Methodist church as Childrenh,
Mr. Hescock of the firm of Hessociation to Hold Its
held at the close of the prayer
L. B. BRACKETT,
Day.
A special sermon appropriate
cock & Atwood of Phillips was a
Buaumss Manager
meeting this evening. It is de
Thirteenth.
for the occasion will be delivered :m sired that every member shall be
business caller in town last week.
the morning a,r.d in the evening a present at this meeting.
OUTING EDITION
The Boston Work-Horse Relief As
pa ires ................................... ............fl.00 per year
concert will be given in the church
sociation will hold on Memorial Day
LOCAL EDITION
C H E SU N C 0 0 K
of I
18 ani 16 pa-ies . •................................ $'..50 per year beginning at 7.30, a full program
its thirteenth annual Work-Horse Pa
week’s
Canadiia. M ;xioan, Cuo&ci anil Panama sub- which will appear in next
rade.
The entries number one thou
s «rip cion 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription issue cf tliis jpaper.
They are having very good luck
Don't forget
sand
three
hundred and thirty-siix,
5 cents extra.
________ _________
with, the driving here this year.
the date.
which means on exhibition, of
at
tfi-utercd as second class matter. January 21,
Mrs. Isabelle Meservey, who has
We hope everyone will try and
1999. at the pustoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
See the natty styles in neckties at least two thousand horses, probably
been confined to her home by ' ill.
help James E. Cushman Post, G. A. D. F. Hoyt's.
tae Act of March 3. 1879,
The latest tilings the biggest horse show in the world.
R., to observe Memorial Day next
The horses vary in size from
a ness, is reported not much better.
to be procured.
T .1J M *uie Woods thoroughly covers the entire Monday.
The water in Ches umcook Lake is
The number of soldiers
grocer’s
pony
to
a
truck
horse,
the
state ot Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Campreported
to be the highest for many
are
few
but
let
us
by
our
attendance
i ng and Outing news, and the Franklin county
Pansies, geraniums and other plan Ik former weighing four hundred pounds
show our respect fir both tile liv and flowers for Memorial, wild arrive and the latter a ton.
Among . the years.
locally.
Miiae Wools srhcits com nunications and lisb ing and the dead.
Walter Smith, who. has been em
at Toothaiker’s Thursday or Friday of entries are eight or ten, four-horse
and game photographs from ta readers.
ployed
in tlie U. S. mail has resigned
Albert Wort hi ey of Arkansas City, tills week.
teams, two six-hor&e teams, and one
When ordering the address of m ar paper
changed, please give the old as weii as new Kansas, arrived in Phillips, Wednes
team of ten horses.
The Old Horse and gone to work on the Fire Pat-

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

address.

________________ _

Cla.se, the most interesting in the
This is reported to be the beet
Parade, has fifty entries, tliieir ages
ranging from, fifteen* to
forty-one fishing season for many years. .
Mrs. Albert Barnes and little
years.
daughter, Ruth left here Friday for
At the first Parade in 1903,
t' e
You can procure the Goodyear au Huckster Class had only a single their home in North port.
A. D. Smith was up at Northeast
tomobile tires and tubes at the Phil entry, and at that time the hucks
Carry Monday on business.
lips Hardware store.
ters’ horses were notorious for tlieir
Mr. and (Mrs. Robert Eddy expect
bad condition. ’ Since then,
owing
Boys Will Find Practical Arts De
Nothing more practical than lino chiefly to the influence of the an to carry on the business up at Horse
partment Gratifying.
leum for your floors.
C. F. Chand nual Parade, the Hucksters’ horses Race and Allegash Carry this- year.
A. B. Smith, is making a lot cf Jm.
ler & Son have them in pattern suit have improved immensely in condi
Wlnen tine Maine State Exposition
able for kitchen, dining room or hall. tion and appearance, and the Hucks provenienfcs on hits place this year
and will be pleased to see all of
is the big attraction of the whole
ter Class in this year’s Parade has
his friends..
state of Maine in June, the boys of
The Ansco orthochrcftnatic
non seventy-five entries.
The water iis the highest in Alle
curling halation films to fit
all
the grainxfiar and high schools will
Every one of the two
thousand gash Lake for many years.
have a department very gratifying
sizes and makes of camera® at A.
horses in the Parade is separately
to their parents and teachers. This
G. Cromkhite’s. Take a supply when
judged for conformation,
condition
CORPO RATO RS’ M E E T IN G
is what is known as the practical
you go on your vacation.
and soundness, but, by an ingenious
arts and is chiiiefly for the purpose
system of judging, this Is accomplish
The Annual Meeting of the cor
of teaching boys of an impressionable
George Bean will have a
big
ed in about four hours.
porators
of the Kingfield
Savings
age the use of tools, in woodwork
Everyone is invited to the tenth wed stock of strawberries and fruit for
Bank
will
be
held
ait'
its
rooms
in
The
following
citizens
of
Maine
ing and metal working. That these ding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Ches Memorial Day.
Kingfield, Saturday, JUne 5th, at 2
will
be
among
the
judges:
Dr.
J.
beys have made good use cf* their ter Wing which occurs on Friday even
o’clock p. m., to hear reports of of
training will be apparent when tlhn's ing, June 4.
You can now obtain the new front H. Rollin of Portland; R. G. Dumficers for tiie past year; elect ad
mer
of
Weld;
Scott
Swett
of
Wiltdn.
exposition is opened for State Supt.
$1.00
Walter Heath captured a black bear lace corset at C. M. Hoyt’s,
ditional corporators, select a board
of Schools Payson Smith has under in a trap this morning. The old fellow and $2.00.
Something you will be
c f trustees for the ensuing year, de
taken to have an exhibit which wi’l had got a shoep who was the mother of comfortable in.
STRATTON
termine
compensation to be paid
reflect great credit on tike state two lambs.
for examination of said Bank, and
schools.
B. H. Van Cot of Gorham,
Messrs. C. E. Parker, H. A. Haskell
May 24.
transact any other business that
state director, is taking
personal and Edgar Parker who are at Long
may properly come before the meet
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
(Gordon,
Mr.
charge of the project and is having Pond made a trip to Mountain pond,
and Mrs. Frank Burrell, Guy Burrell ing.
the co-operation of teachers in. the Wednesday and had some grea’ fishing.
H. S. Wing, Clerk.
and Frank Frasier took a fishing
city and country schools of the state
Mrs. 0. H. Hersey is a delegate to
trip Saturday up the South Branch Kingfield, Maine.
A
regular
session
cf
North
Frank
to their utmost.
the Grand Chapter, 0. E. S. which
lin Grange was held Saturday after
There will be three sections in this convenes this week in Portland.
noon
with a good attendance. The
exhibit, one where boys j will be at
The members of James E. Cushman
work at benches and lathes, another Post attended services at the Union first and second degrees were work
It looks as
in which a miniature ¡house of four chuich last Sunday. The Methodist ed on Agnes Savage.
rooms will be set up and complete chuich joined in the service. Fine mus though there wcuLd 'Nae work at
as
ly furnished with chairs,
couches, ic was furnished by Hon. N. P. Noble, every meeting for some time,
seven
are
in
line
for
the
third
and
desks, book cases, pictures
and the Misses Beulah Irwin and Wilhelfourth degrees.
frames1, mantels, kitchen
utensils, mine Scholfield.
Three cf our members were
re
etc., in fact all that is essential in
Negotiations are nearly completed
furnishing a kitchen,
dining-room, for the sale of the Congregational par ported sick.
We were glad to have Brother F.
bed-rocm and library of a house. sonage to Mr. John Teague.
H.
Thorpe able to meet with us again.
The third section will have miscel
He spoke of the cheer the post cards
laneous artcles on exhibition, made
C O R P O R A T O R S gave him that he received
when
by the boys of the different schoolls, j O F F IC E R S A N D
ELECTED.
sick.
but additional to the house furniture ]
List of Officers and Corporal ors elected at an
Date of next meeting,
Saturday
list.
Drawings will be shown also 1nual
meeting- of Phillips Savings Bank, Phil ips,
afternoon, June 5.
and patterns from which the boys Maine. May 26, 1915.
Officers
Correspondent.
shape articles cf everyday use, be Joel H. Bjron, President, N. P. Noble, Treasurer
ing furnished with raw material, J. H. Byron. FremontTrustees:
Scamman, W m . B. Butler
FEDERATED CHURCH
C. F. Chandler, Ccny M. Hoyt.
either wood cr metal, and given di
Corporators
rections for sawing, cutting, planing, J. If. Byron, W. B. Butler, F. Scamman, A . A.
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
C. H. McKenzie, N . P. Noble, J. A.
jointing and polishing the finished Jacobs,
Norton. C. M. Hoyt. C. F. Chandler. A. W . MeCalendar fer week ending June 5.
Leary,
S
.S
.
Whitney,
Jas.
Morrison,
Joel
Wilbur,
article.
W . J. Kempton, S. A Blodgett, H .B . Austin. Z.
Sunday,
May 30:
10.45— Morn
Boys devote about seven years to T. McLaughlin. W . R. Leavitt. Chas. Hutchins,
H. W. True, W , S. I'uothaker. E. R. Toothaker, ing worship.
Sermon, “ Individual
the manual arts department of tlieir J. W. Russel), F. N. Beal, J. B. Morrison, G. B.
C. N. French, A. D. Graffam. F. W . |Responsibility.” 12.10—Sunday school.
public school course now, wherever Sedgeley,
Atwood, D. F. Hoyt.
; 7.30— People’s service. Address, “ Faequipment has been provided
and j
Attest: N . P. NOBLE. Clerk.
; midiarity with Evil.’’
more schools every year are. adopting
Tuesday, Juf.e 1-—Afternoon
and
this attractive plan for interesting
A coffee that cannot be excelled any
evening, Congregational County As
boys in something ether than text
sociation.
where—at
any price. A full pound of it
hooks.
Wednesday, June 2.—Morning, af
All boys in the city grammar
— marked “ a pound” —really M E A N S
ternoon. and evening, Congregational
grades are required to take a limit
that it IS a F U L L p und of C O F F E E .
County Association.
ed amount of time for three years
June 7th to 17th Inclusive
Thursday,
June
3:
7.30
p.
m.—
By its Q U A L I T Y it wins its w ay; and it
in this branch cf instruction and
SANDY RIVER 8 RANtaELEY Prayer meeting.
boys who seemingly are lacking -in
wins to S T A Y . It never disappoints.
LAKES I U I I R 0 A D
what is known as a mechanical
turn of mind, rapidly acquire ‘b n ap will sell excursion tickets from their METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Dwinell-Wrighl Co., Principal Cofjfeç Roâàter», Boston & Chicago
titude and familiarity with mechani several stations as follows:
Bessie F. Crowell, paster.
Tickets on sale June oth to 18th in
cal work which, is a benefit to them
Sunday, May 30.—Morning
wor
and serves to keep them in school clusive, good for return not later than
Sermon, “ Heaven.”
longer than their inclinations other 7 days from date of sale stamptd on ship, 10.45.
back, no date to exceed June 21st at Sunday school, 12. Junior League 3.
wise would allow.
Evening service 7.30, under the aus
High school boys find practical art the following rates of fart :
pices of the Epworth League. Sub
Bigelow,
$5 85
training in advanced classes elective
Car rabais et,
5.55
ject,
“An Evening with, the Hymns.’’
and those that devote specified time
Kingfield,
5 05
Thursday, June 3.—Mid
week
in their four years in that grade to
Phillip?,
4 70
prayer meeting, 7.30.
Rangeley,
6.20
this branch,, become skilled
work
Salem,
4.70
men and many cf them follow up the
Strong,
4.30
specialty after they graduate. This
Origin of Veronica.
And in addition to the above on June
training fits these boys for good po
One
of
the
most iriteresting of twist
9th and June 16th tickets will be sold to
sitions and is a foundation for Teehr Portland and return, good for return ed names is the girl’s name, Veronica,
nejogy courses or scientific „schools the next day at 85c less than above which, by the way, is not so common
as its beauty entitles it to be. You
which carry the instruction into still quoted rates.
probably know the legend of how St.
higher aims.
Here is a car of remarkable features.
Stylish,
F. N. BEAL, Gen. Mgr.
Veronica wiped the brow of- Christ
Boys in the country schools
are
on his way to Calvary, and how on speedy, handsomely finished, easy to operate, absolutely
gradually being given, tine same sort
PALMER ENGINES AND the handkerchief a miraculous print of reliable, and very economical in up-keep.
of instruction and the whole system'
the Savior’s face remained. This was
LAUNCHES.
of public school instruction is being
the “ veruni ikon” (the true image)
Not a single feature lacking that enters into the
shaped to give boys and girls prac
Special 2 1-2 II. P. engine for canoes celebrated in Christian legend, and the
Best quality equip
tical training as well as counsels in anil light boats, $48.00. Largest stock name Veronica bestowed upon the make-up of a strictly high grade car.
Alw ays pleased to demonstrate.
the old established fundamentals and in Maire. Catalogue free. PALMER saint was simply an anagram of those ment throughout.
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland. Me. two words
in the classics.
THURSDAY, MAY 27, 1915.

MAINE STATE
EXPOSITION

day, and jviill pass some time in
Phillips this season.
Lester Bean, principal of the Gram
mar school and Miss Beulah Irwin,
assistant and music teacher in the
village schools were both remember
ed with May baskets recently.
Mr. John Cushman is visiting his
daughter, Mrs. U. S. Jacobs for a
few weeks.
Wednesdiay morning, May 26, twins
were born to Mr. and Mrs. Pearl
Cush(man of Avon, a son and
a
daughter.
The little daughter lived
but a short time.
C. F. Chandler is in Weld tc-day
in charge of the funeral services of
Mr. Ira Masterman, who died Tues
day forenoon, from the effects of a
shock.

The Sedgeley store bought a job
lot of 100 shade hats for men, wo
men, boys and girls, and offers them
for sale at 19, 25 and 39 cents.

PHILLIPS GRANGE
TO BE BUSY

MOCCASINS
for summer wear.
LOW AND HIGH CUT

MONMOUTH AND BASS

$2.50 - $4.50

.

I

€ . M. HOYT.

-

MAINE EXPOSITION;
AT PORTLAND

C H A S . W . SK IL L IN G S,

R . F . D . 4, Farmington, Me.

\

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
One cent a word in advance.
N o headline or
0(tier display. Subjects in a. b. c, order

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , M A Y 27, 1915.

MANY PERMANENT OFFICIALS OF R. R.
IMPROVEMENTS
DINE HERE

and the next morning went to Sad
dleback Camps en Dead River Pond
where they will, as for several years
past, spend several weeks of the
early season.

25 YEARS AGO
IN PHILLIPS

IX)R SALE—W ood saw outfits:
3
Coming by special train the fol
H. P. complete $85: 4% H. P. $110: Thirty-Eight Prizes Distributed—
Tourists Come This W ay En Route lowing railroad officials were here
I H. P. $125: 6 H. P. $150. Guaran
Messrs. Nathan and Arthur Beedy,
tor dinner Tuesday, Geo. S. Hobbs,
Everyone Helped in the
teed for five years.
28 inch saw
for Megantic Clnb
Vice President of Sandy
River & also Fred N. Beal and Dr. Rollin of
$5.50.
Other sizes in proportion.
Good W ork.
Rangeley Lake® R. R.; Fred ¡N. Beal, Phillips fished at Weld Pond recent
Thirty days free trial.
Thorndike
(Special
Correspondence.)
General Manager; B. T.
Wheeler, ly with good success. Beal and RolMachine Co., Portland, Maine.
Rangeley
Tavern,
May
20.—It
is
Chief Engineer of Portland and Wal lin had a very handsome string.
(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley ter Toothaker, road master.
Messrs. F, H. Wiltbuir and John. A.
was a great success and much good hoped the much wanted
A competent housekeeper wishes
Wheeler
were at Wilbur's camp in
nual clean-up and paint-uip campaign weather cf clear sunshine and good
Several of the tourists haVe spok
to do general housework in a small
Rangeley last week.
was a gret success and much good fishing has come to stay.
en
of
the
fine
condition
of
the
“
little
family.
Has a boy 13 years old
A year ago now the ice had not railroad” and ho,w much they en
was accomplished.
Many perman
Mr. D. H. Toothaker spent a day
whom she wishes to take with her.
Raymond
ent improvements -have been made. left the lake, but now everywhere it joyed the novelty of the ride and with his brother, Mr.
Send answers to Mrs. George Allen,
Toothaker of Auburn at his camp
An unusually large number of trees is “ springtime, beautiful spring,” the beautiful scenery as they
fol
Wilton, Maine.
and siliirubis have been set out tiluis and the birds and wild flowers are lowed the Sandy River from Farming- or Rangeley Lake, taking ten trout,
several of wmich weighed two: pounds
year which is a commendable prac with us, and the city folks are daily ton to Rangeley.
WANTED—A housekeeper. For fur tice.
coming back for their summer
so
each.
The
following
party
in
their
tour
ther information write to Box
67,
After such a thorough cleaning as journ in the Rangeleys, one of the ing car were here this week while
S. G. Haley and J. W. Brackett
Eustis, Maine.
the town underwent Last year
it most attractive corners in Maine.
enjoying an auto trip to different of Phillips fished Rangeley and
Last Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Charle
hardly seemed possible that so much
places in Maine:
Messrs. Franklin Mooselookmieguntic Lakes and GreenCAMP FOR GIRLS on shore of RanR
Adams cf Philadelphia, who have
waste and rubbish could accumulate,
G Smith, E. S. Carman, Paul E. Ry- vale Stream with good success re
geley Lake.
Address Miss Sarah
come
to
spend
their
ninth
summer
at
but after a slight delay incident to
ann of Cleveland, Ohio, T. H. Calla cently.
Maude Soule, Rangeley, Maine.
securing a proper dumping ground, the Rangeley Lake House arrived to han of New Durham, pNT. H., and N.
Avon, May 19th, to Mr. and Mrs.
remain here until June 1, when that
S. Sitowell of Dixfield.
FOR SALE!— Potato seed for planting, Mr. Tomlinson and crew disposed cf hotel opens.
Edwin Pariter, a daughter.
Mrs.
Adams
has
had
something new, the Blue
Mountain the same with neatness and dispatch.
Rangeley, May 16th, to Mr. and
Maj. Dune an B. Harrison of New
Rangeley
Nearly every home and place of many a battle with the
variety, originated from the Green
York, who- owns the fine camps on Mrs. Walter Oakes, a daughter.
Lake
salmon
and
others
are
waiting
Mountain potato.
Very nine. Seed business in town had a part in this
Rangeley, February 15th, to Mr.
for her skillful handling of the rod the lake shore has been here tor a
$1.00 per bushel.
Frank Chandler, grand town cleaning, fer after all h
and
Mrs. D. W. Quimby, a son (Har
few
days
accompanied
by
•
W.
S.
Mr. and
! is much easier to do many of these before they are reeled in,
Phillips, Maine.
Lawson, a New Yorker, who has old Lindwood.)
Mrs.
Adams
have
not
yet
had
time
|odd jobs when the whole community
leased one of the camps and will in ' The new officers of Phillips Sav
FOR SALE or rent-—Seven room cot j is engaged in such an undertaking. to fish, for there are so many of the
a short time come with his party ings Bank are:
Corporators, Fre
places
and
friends
at
the
Rangeleys
tage near inlet on Rangeley
Lake. IThere is still much work left to be
for an extended stay.
mont
Scamman,
Washington
L. Dag
to
see.
D. E. Lamb, Rangeley, Maine.
Idone and next year we lock forward
Miss G. Martindale of New York. gett, R. A. Ruse, W, H. Scam man,
W. A. Garrigues cf Plainfield, N.
! to a still greater improvement.
J., is here this week looking out for Who was cne of the first to ccrne C. N. French; trustees, C. M. Davis,
The prizes were generously cenE U S flS
the building of his fine set of log by auto this year was for several J. W. Butterfield, E. M. Robinson, P.
! tributed by the merchants of
the
Yid A. Sawyer, Wtm. T. Bangs; presi
camps on the lake shore of his big days at Pickford’s Camps.
Itown and each winner was allowed
May 24.
farm.
The camps are of peeled Hinkley her guide, said, “ Miss Mar dent, C. M. Davis; treasurer, F. E.
a. choice in the order of their rankThe sporting people are beginning
logs, one 28 by 32 feet, which
is tindale. is a good fisherman and had Tittriberlake; assistant treasurer, J.
|ing. ' Of course all could not be
to come. Nearly all the guides in
the living room and the dining camp a pairx of 4-pound salmon, several 3 W. Butterfield.
|prize-winners, as only 38 prizes were
town have gone on the Perserve to
26 by 28 feet, and when completed pounds each and a 2-pound trout to
Joel Wilbur, esq., and wife
and
awarded.
The following list shows
guide.
It was reported
a
few
will be me-st attractive. The work take heme this trip.”
Miss
Georgine
are
at
their
camp
at
|the lucky ones:
Geo.
Kempiton,
days ago that there were over 40
is being rushed by Ansel Hoar and
Messrs. Henry Heath f
Vid is now guiding one of
the Greenvaie.
$2.50 in gold; John Clark, rocktl;
guides on the Perserve and a num
it is intended to have them ready for guests of this hotel, Tlieo Prince of~ Boston and Daniel Whitehouse of Au
Mrs. Winnie Wilbur, copper
wash
ber have gone up since.
the family, who are expected the New York, a new comer.
The first gusta are also there.
Messrs, N.
¡boiler; Mrs. Harry Quimby, wheelWe are glad that this day on the lake they had fished all U. Hinkley of Phillips and T.
A.
Wild Robinson has finished driving narrow ; Leon Scribner, flour; Nancy first of July.
the stage.
Fred Norton is driving Mitchell, rug; Wallace Hamm, cen family is to make Rangeley their day, but no luck. At 6 o’clock they Joselyn of Portland are at the Greensummer home and hope for many started to come in, and as
they vale House.
it this week.
terpiece; W. E. Two-mbly, camera;
years to come they will enjoy life rowed around the point met a party
In spite of the unfavorable weath
There have been a number of cases Axel Tibbets, umbrella; W. T. Hoar,
of salmon Who were going to a con er Kim bail & Co., have carried more
of la grippe recently.
'Mrs. Wil chocolates; S. A. Collins, soap; V'. orV the lake Shore.
Tuesday, Jerome M. Bell of New vention of their own at the other end passengers over their stage line than
liam. Lockyer, Mrs. Arthur Robinson L. Marohettj, carriage robe;
Mrs.
York joined his friend, Mr. Garrigues of the lake.
For an hour there was usual) at this time of the year.
and Mrs. E. A. Gordon are all
re Bean, collar and cuff set;
Mrs.
and with Clyde W ilcox guide, is for something doing, for Mir. Prince had
Mrs. Wim. Grover of Avon, a lady
covering from it.
Handy, load of wood; G. W. Picke-1, the first time enjoying salmon fish
great sport as he landed a trio of 65 years old, has, within five months,
bread ing.
Aubrey Meader is working
for flash light; Peuben Wilbur,
The fir/st salmon he caught salmon weighing 3%
pounds,
3 drawn several rug® besides, doing
knife; Joseph Lamb, one pound cof was a three pounder, and one two
Sy livester Brothers.
pound® and 4% pound®, and is now her bcnselwork and chores out of
Edison Sylvester has returned from fee; Ives Hinkley, sandwich basket; pounds, but to-day lie is after a big a Imost enthusiastic fisherman, and
doors.
Anson and has taken the Stanley Ray Ellis, bank; Dr. Stuart, box cf one.
Mr. Bell is much pleased with started off this morning hoping to
Mr. J. F. Dickey and wife of
electric
light
buillbs;
Reed
Ellis,
steamier dawn. river for repairs.
this, his first visit to this
region make a better record to-day.
Charlestown, Mass., were the guests
Mrs. Clinton Meader has gone to j bread knife; Blanch Tomlinson, bread and we trust he will after this be
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hackett and of Mr. and Mrs-. H. P. Dill last week.
the Kibhy sporting camp« to
cook j knife; H. O. Huntoon, haircut, shave, an annual comer.
Frank
Persons of Sfcowthegan were
W. H. McKeen is repairing the out
for Frank Vaughan this summer. ! L. A. Robbins; WiHl Tomlinson, whip;
E.
Ledeliey, the Brooklyn gentle
among
the
auto
parties
who
register
side
of Dr. C. L. Toothaker’s resi
She took her little boy,
Wallace O. R. Rowe, year's subscription $1.50 man, who has come for the summer,
ed here this week.
dence.
magazine;
Geo.
Rensen,
haircut
and
with, her.
is still telling how glad he is to be
-Mr. R. W. Soule who has resumed
The garden is soon to be planted
Mrs. Mary Fatter is staying with sliave; A. L. Robertson, amberol re back and as he and Mr. Adam® last
and the sweet peas and flower seeds his duties as commercial agent writes
cord
and
machine
oil;
Ray
Oakes,
her sister, Mrs. E. A. Gordon for a
night received an order by telegram
“ Yes it is just my
tumbler; W. E.^Tibbetts, bread knife; to supply the New York market with have already come up and' are only from, Ontario:
few days until she gets stronger.
luck
to
lose
my
ice, but while it
waiting
for
warm
and
sunny
days
to
L. a thousand pound® cf salmon, they
Mis® Georgia Smart and
brother H. Amber, stamped envelopes;
mixed
give them, a chance to grow.
The cost money and hard labor
Milbury,
haircut
and
shave;
Mrs.
An
Lloyd, have returned from Strong,
should stop telling stories and gowith
anxiety
to
harvest
it,
I
have
good
old
summer
time
in
all
its
where Master Lloyd had adenoids re- dy Stevens, jardinierre; J. Sherpian a-fisihin,g,
“ Oh we have all summer
the consolation of knowing for a
beauty will soon be here.
Hoar,
professional
call,
F.
B.
Colby;
(moved by Dr. Bell.
to fish, what i® the hurry,” said Mr.
fact that it cost nothing to get it
Dr. Ledeliey, as he was enjoying
Mrs. Warren Dyer and daughter, Dana Hinkley, cleansing teeth.
his
shipped. I have learned this: ‘Never
Esther are visiting the former’s par Stuart; W. Patterson, bread * knife; morning smoke.
cry for smilled milk, but catch toe
Pat
0
’’Brien,
biread
knife;
Den
Spen
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ricker at
Frederick Skinner, the Boston ang
pail and go for another cow.’
cer, professional call, Dr. Ross; Syilv ler is again on the lake and this
Flagstaff.
H. W. True, cur Phillips tailor, is
vaiuer
Hinkley,
shoeing
horse,
Bridgsummer taking exercise by rowing
Mrs. Dean Henderson of Kingfield
fitting out lots of nobby spring suits
his owii beat, while the “ Troll” is
visited Mrs. J. P. Sylvester a fefw ham & Tracey.
this year. The buyers who like to
Th,e committee for awarding prizes in the boat shop waiting for a new
days last week. Mr. Henderson came
see a large assortment of elegant,
was
made
up
of
H.
C.
Riddle,
E.
I.
engine.
If Mr. Skinner had landed Fly Rod Gets a Handsome Lot of as well as lo.w priced goods
after her in h<iis automobile.
are
Melvin the big salmon that rose to his fly
Fellowing are a few of the
last Herrick, Mrs. O. R. Rowe,
pleased with Mr. True’s large stock.
Fish
Tibbetts,
Hubert
Spiiller,
Mrs.
L.
J.
last night he would have had the
week’s arrivals at “ The Sargent” :
Besides his business in fine suits,
honors of the season.
Geo. L. Stevens, Farmington; Ken Kempton, C. C. Murphy.
etc., he has in the course of each
The prizes were awarded ,Monday
Last Saturday Miss Katherine Nice
Ramsay, Portland; H. J.
Hescock,
(Special to Maine Woods.)
year a great many orders for knee
of Cgontz, Penn., and Miss Beatrice
Phillips; G. ? ! Louis, Ray L. Har night at 5 o'clock.
Haines Landing, Maine,
pants to he used cn sporting and
Jones one of the High school teach
May 18, 1915.
vey, Fred Collins, Auburn; A.
A.
hunting trips.
ers, with EJbenezer Hinkley
guide,
Berry, Stratton; Blaine S. Viles and
If the readers of the Maine Woods
vent out for a day’s fishing on the have any idea that Miss
party of Augusta.
Cornelia SUSECRI BE
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
lake and a shore dinner.
Everyone Tliurza Crosby, Fly Rod, who fishes
WOODS A N D
READ A L L
congratulated them on their return the Rangeleys for notes, has
T H E LOCAL NEWS.
lost
for Miss Jones had not only a smil-e her skill and love for fishing, allow
hut a 6y2 pound salmon,, which gave me to say that they are much mis
interesting Session Is Expected* her a good battle before he was taken.
How to Treat TLem
safe in the net.
R e v . Harbutt to Be Present.
A village doctor once said: “ If my
The first of the week, she was the
patients would take care t f their little
Mrs. Gee. W. Andrews and Miss guest of this hotel and was much
ailments, they would seldom need mo
The annual meetingvef the Frank Florence Maxwell cf Woonsocket, R. pleased to receive from the honor
for a serious illness.“ A headache, a
night, able fish and game commissioners of
disturbed stomach, a bilious attack, a lin Association of Congregational I., registered here Tuesday
little indigestion, or a cold in its first Churches will be held with, the Con
Maine, a special permit to ship
a
stages, are not serious in themselves; gregational church at Phillips, next
box of fish to Cardinal O’Connell of
the danger is in what they may lead to.
Boston.
Sessions
W illiam F. Nye is the greacMany New England people have found Tuesday and Wednesday.
“ .Now, I must catch the fish,”
a sure remedy for these common ail begin at 2.30 p. m. Tuesday. A sup
est
authority on refined oils in the
Of an Occasional Trip to
ments in “ L. F .” Atwood’ s Medicine. per for delegates and visitors will
says Fly Rod when the permit came.
world.
Hew2Sthe first bottler; has
They say it is like having a doctor in be served at 6.30 p. m., followed by
This morning, with Gard Hinkley for
the home. Your family needs it. Just
the largest business and NYOIL
say “ L. F.” to your druggist. He will an address at the evening session. Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the guide, she left the wharf at eight
o’clock.
Several fishermen
who is the best oil he has ever made.
understand what you mean; he has calls On Y/ednesday morning there will
for it nearly every day.
came in for dinner, remarked, “ Fly
NYOIL
be a discussion cf Sunday
school
Rod will catch those fish, luck is
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest work; an address and conference cn
HAS NO EQUAL.
store, or write today for a free sample. missionary interests.
Rev. Charles Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a with, her, I wanted her reel in one
Beware of scented mixtures called
Home During Your Stay.
FREE—On receipt o f a yellow outside wrapper Harbutt will be present for
up by Camp Frye.”
these
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
with your opinion o f the medicine, we will send
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
where a light oil is needed. It pre
True enough, when Miss
Crosby
In the afternoon Rev. W. House In the City, With All Conven
one of our Needle Books with a srood assortment sessions.
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
of high grade needles, useful in every family.
B. Tuthiil o f Woodford® will speak iences Including Hot and Cold Running came in to-night, it was with as
“ L.F.” MEDICINE COT, Portland, Me. on “ An Intelligent Faith.” The con Water and Local and Long Distance handsome a catch, five trout and five tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
Telephone in All Rooms.
our firearms and your rod. You will
salmon, the largest three pounds, that
ference sermon and communion, ser
nd it by far the best. Hardware and
vice will close thiiS' session.
In the Just a step from Monument Square anyone could wish and they will he
12 Rats Caught in One Day
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
sent
to-morrow
morning
by
express
evening
Mr.
Tuthiil
will
speak on Take
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 e, and
the “ Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car f:ona
One $3.00 Rat Trap (resets itself)
to the Cardinal, who will no doubt
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
will be sent prepaid upon receipt ol “ Men W ho Do Things.” The church Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
appreciate and enjoy Rangeley trout
$2.00 as sample. Made of galvanized at Phillip® extends a most
cordial
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
W M . F. NYE,
iron, 22 inches high, 10 inches diameter. invitation to the Oongregationalists
and salmon for supper Wednesday
Moaey back if not satisfied.
H. D.
H.
E.
THURSTON.
R.
F.
HIMMELEIN.
New
Bedford, Mass.
night.
SWARTS, Inventor and Manufacturer, o f the county to attend this meet
^
Proprietors.
A
guest.
Box 566, Scranton, Pa.
ing.

SOME SKILL AS
WELL AS LUCK

COMMON AILMENTS

ANNUAL MEETING
IN PHILLIPS

THE PLEASURE'

PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

M A IN E

WOODS,

P K tL L lP T ,

M A I N E , M A Y 27, 1915.

Although not holding political of
ing the rivalry that existed.
gcnne Tribe of Red Men, captain, J. kett, Spaulding, Godfrey, GetcheJl,
Moreover the membership is made fice Mr. Kimball was very muck m.
Hawbolt,
Femald,
Johnson,
Taylor,
F. Crockett; Samoset Tribe of Red
up of representative men of Portland terested in politics, being a very
Men, L. S. Daily, captain; Windsor McKenna, Vannah.
Ligonia Lodge—Cushman, R. Pur- engaged in many walks of life from strong Republican. He was also a
Castle, K. G. E., II. A. Morton, cap
•rmgton,
Huelin, Maw, L. Hart, Scrib mere day laborer to the professional member of tine Blue Mountain Lodge
tain; Forest City Castle, K. G. E.,
main.
At the ranges they lock arms F. & A. M. of Phillips, joining many
ner,
Manning,
P. Hart, Ross.
Charles Raker, captain; Cogaweseo
and
the
spirit of friendliness is at all years ago.
Bayard Lodge — Page, Defwyea,
Individual Prizes Won in the Port Tribe c f Red Men, F. C. Cup pies,
Funeral services were in charge of
times apparent.
The league rules
Keene,
Mocre,
Parks,
Watts,
Elliott,
captain; Longfellow Lodge, K. of P.,
land Fraternal League.
require that the man must be of Kemankeag Lodge F. & A. M., Mr.
Lailor,
Skinner,
Syphers,
Tilton.
H. G. Eastman, captaja; Beacon Com
Ancient Woodman--Drake, Sturgis good habits, he must not he a knock Kimball being the oldest man in Ran.
mandery, Knights of Malta, Elton H.
Already plans geley.
Cooney,
McCracken/Hoyt, McDonald, er but a booster.
Pew people who have read the Thompson, captain; Rockameecook
About two years ago Mr. Kimball
daily reports of the results of the Tribe of Red Men, William W. Wal Nevelles, Michaud, Hodges, McLellan, are being talked for the contests
was
presented with the Post cane an
that
are
to
take
place
next
season,
rifle contests between the several lace, captain; Bayard Lodge, K. of Sil hey, Logue.
Mechanics— R. Irish, St. Clair, ,T. the most enthusiastic of the mem in speaking of it just a few weeks
teams in the Portland Fraternal Lea P., South Portland, I. E. Park, cap
bers await the commencement of the before, his death remarked that h*
gue realize that history was being tain; United Order American
Me Sheafe, W. Sheafe, A. Lailor, A . Has
Wallace, next season with the anticipations found It very handy now, hut he
made for the City, says the Portland chanics, William E. Sheafe, captain; kell, H. Irish, Austin,
didn’t think much of it at first.
of a most interesting schedule.
Sunday Telegram.
Such was a fact, Ligcuiia Lodge, I. O. 0. F., Edward J. Brooks, Mitchell.
Mr. Kimball was a highly respected
Portland
has
taken
the
initiative
on
and the success of the league was so Huelin, captain; Ligonia Lodge, I. O.
citlzeu
and much liked by the whole
many
occasions,
and
the
success
of
great that it was of almost National O. F., Modem Woodman of America,
Synopsis of Rules
the Portland Fraternal Rifle League community.
importance.
So much, interest was
Robert McDonald, captain
He Is survived by one son, II. V.
manifested by followers of the sport,
Among the important rules govern the past season Is but a criterion of
Among the interesting data of the
Kimball,
a son-in-law, F. C. Barker to
what
is
to
happen
during
the
com
residing in all parts of the United matches are the following excerpts. ing the league contests are the fol
whom he was deeply attached and a
States, that they have written
to .The total number of men shooting in lowing:
All ranges on which match ing seasons.
granddaughter, Mrs. Ray Hamden.
the officers of the league asking for
the contests were 135.
There were ea are shot must be 40 feet regulat
O B IT U A R Y .
After a brief prayer at tine house,
full information as to the methods of
League
22 matches during the league season ion; the Portland Fraternal
funeral services were held at the
formation that similar leagues may
target
must
be
used,
five
shots
to
a
and 19 men shot in all of the soiled
H E N R Y T R U E K IM B A LL
church, Rev. H. A. Childs making re
be started elsewhere.
It might also
over
ules.
One man had better than a target and all targets having
marks, the Masons being in charge.
be appropriately mentioned that the
23 average; 14 men had better than a five shots shall he void. The teams
Rangeley, May 18. -The death of
____ ended
_____ J a
B Luseful
___________
Thus
and busy life
•Wonderful shooting that has
been
are
to
consist
of
seven
men
and
the
22 average and 59 had a better than
Henry
True
Kimball
which
took
j
after
tlie
toil
and
struggle
of youth,
conducted in Portland by the local
Teams are
20 average, (a 25 score being a pos five high are to count.
place
from
his
late
home
May
3,
j
¡ind
he
passed
to
join
his
life cornhigh schools has given Portland an
sible).
There were shot 15 possib eligible from fraternal orders only. removes one of the oldest and most j ]>anion as he wished,
enviable reputation in school leagues,
Each
man
is
entitled
to
a
sighting
les, 10 of which, were credited to
respected citizens from our cemmunThe following floral tributes were
and has added to the prestige
of
Windsor Castle, two to Forest City shot on separate target and not to ity.
Mr.
Kimball
was
born
in
Ranvery,
beautiful and gave sweet testtthe City as a producer of expert
In case of two teams ty
Castle, two to Beacon Commandery be scored.
geley, the sou of Neliemiah and Bet-1 uiony to tlie esteem in which he
marksmen.
Should there be con
ing
the
scores
of
the
five
high
men
and one to Rockameecook
Tribe.
sey Welts Kimball.
The family con stood:
Roses, Mr. and Mrs. James
tin lied Interest and success in the
There were 81 ‘ ‘24 shots” by 34 men. will he scored as follows: The teams sisted of one brother and three sis Mathiesen; sheaf wheat, Mrs. Addie
future Portland may easily claim the
An item of no small importance for having the largest number of hulls ters, Mr. Kimball being the only sur and Prudence Richardson; pinks, Mr.
honor of being the “ bullseye” cen
carrying on such a league is the am eyes to be awarded the match; if viving member o.f the family
for and Mrs. A. H. Sprague; pinks, Mr.
ter of the Country.
munition.
During the season,
In there is still a tie, the team having many years, the others dying in ear and Mrs. H. C. Riddle; pinks, Bet
When a league was formed sev
practice and in the matches, a total the largest number of fours and so ly life.
sey Tibbetts; carnations,
Portland
eral years ago, there was no inten
If there is still a tie the teams
of over 150,000 rounds of ammunition on.
His young manhood days
were friends; carnations, Mr. and Mrs. F.
tion of forming a large fraternal
was used. The matter of targets, must shoot off, not later than two devoted to farming and during war , l . Marclietti; red roses, Mr. and Mrs.
league.
Members of the several cas
weeks before the end of the league
tles of the Knights of the Golden too, is one of importance and there schedule.
All members of the lea times he occupied the farm now own-, Ray Harnden; tulips, Miss Sarah M.
were used by the members of the
ed by Austin Hinkley.
Soule; wreath, Mr. and Mrs. O. R.
Eagle had become interested in tar
several teams., in practice and in the gue must have taken his full degrees
Leaving farm life he engaged
in Rowe, Mr. and Mrs. Eben Rowe, Mr.
get shooting, on indoor ranges, and
in
the
order
he
represents.
In
case
mercantile business and for several ;and Mrs. Amos Ellis; pillow, "Fathformed a small league in which only matches over 25,000 targets.
In an interview this week with of shots upon which the captains can year 8 was postmaster and town clerk.I or,” family; white roses, Annie Fogmembers of these castles were eli
not agree the target shall he sent by
His next business venture was as prty; emblem, square and compass,
gible.
The league had not shot President Elton H. Thompson of the the official scorers to a special com
league,
Mr.
Thompson
said
to
a
Sun
many matches when there was a not
proprietor
of the Gheenvale House, Kemankeag Lodge F. & A. M.
mittee designated by the league. All
ed rivalry that spurred the members day Telegram man that there is shots must be made with a single where he remained until 36
years
of the competing teams to action. At every indication that the league the calibre 22 rifle.
ago
and
became
one
of
the
pioneers
No sights contain
every opportunity the members went next season will have in all probab ing glass allowed but there are no in summer hotel business. The orig
ility
a
total
of
20
teams,
making
it
to their ranges and there put ’ In
restrictions as to sights otherwise. inal Mt. View House was built by
spare moments at practice.
In a by far the largest City rifle league Only the man shooting shall he al Mr. Kimball, who remained in the
remarkably short space of time they in the United States. Captain Char
lowed at the firing point, and while hotel business until about 24 years
became experts.
The
wonderful j les Baker of the Forest City team is
firing no one shall stand within ten ago, selling a half interest to the
progress made by them gave others,; also secretary-treasurer of the league
feet c f him.
The one shooting must present proprietor L. E. Bowley. 18 Curator James Mounts the Little
who had but little experience, encour- The captains of the individual teams
not he bothered at any time while he years ago Mr. Kimball sold the re
agement, and they, too, commenced , make up the executive committee of
Animal for Exhibition.
is at the point of firing.
All scores maining half interest to Mr. Bowley,
to practice, resulting in the same j the organization and
the
manMr. Kimball
must he scored as serm as made and who is still in charge.
proficiency as that attained by their j agement of the affairs of the league
was also identified with the
stage’ The tiniest fawn that has ever
announced and any objections may
brothers.
Trips were made to the i is in their charge.
route between Phillips and Rangeley come into the possession of th®
The rivalry for honors during the be made at time of scoring by the until the train came through. In this state museum was received recent
castle halls in Yarmouth and Saco,
All captains shall
winter
was made particularly lively captains present.
which, with the two local
castles,
last named project lie was associated ly by Curator Thomas A. James from
have
charge
o
f
and
will he responsi
because of the several cups that wer
made a league of four teams.
with H. A. Furbish and W. L. But Herbert Jose of How»- Brook, Aroos
ble for the conduct of their men.
So much interest was shown offered and for the individual prizes
took county, and has been mounted
ler.
A range •officer will have charge
In addition to
at the beginning of last year for marksmanship.
The little animal
Mr. Kimball was married about 60 for exhibition.
mentioned of the pits and see that the targets years ago to Sarah Hoar, whose pas when received weighed hut two
that four more teams were ad the first prize already
second are turned over to the statistical of sing we so recently recorded.
ded, making a total of 12 teams in there was a cup for the
In trttfH
Mr. pounds and six ounces.
ficer.
The statistical officer shall
the league.
During the season of team prize, offered by the Portland
In spite
Kimball survived his wife just six K stands only 11 indies.
he a newspaper representative and
22 weeks of the scheduled matches, Daily Press and third high aggregate
days.
For the past year or two he of its small size and the fact thHl
he must keep record of all scores
each team competed with every other team prize offered by the Daily Ar
has been in feeble health and real it was only a very few days old wiiea
and have charge of the turned in
team twice.
Windsor Castle
won gus.
ized the infirmities of age
were taken, its proportions are to a great
the league cup offered by the Even
• ;
i ; i | i \\ j < j ■ targets until the end of the season. creeping .onf and gladly welcomed tlie extent much the same as those of a
All
shooting
must
he
from
hand
Individual Prizes
ing Express-Advertiser for the team
summons homemature buck.
position and no supports or straps
scoring the highest aggregate for the . ' i f '
i ’
I ' '
season with a total score of 2,540,
The individual prizes were award will he allowed at any time.
Penalties may be imposed for
with Forest City Castle second and ed as follows:
All scoring shall
Rockameecook Tribe of Red Men
A. B. Durgin. Windsor, high aggre breach of rules.
l>e
done
with
a
celluloid
marker and
third position.
gate 508, in 22 matches, prize, Rem
magnifying glass, as no Instrument
ington repeating rifle.
Team Representatives.
H. G. Hanson, Windsor, high aver shall be used in marking which shall
age, 22.86 in 22 matches, prize, Win be inserted in the bullet hole in the Í
target.
The hole shall not he dis
The teams represented were Machi- chester musket.
L. F. CorthieQl, Beacon, most pos turbed in any way so that in case
Conduct* a first class job printing department
of protest the» committee may fairly
sibles, prize, repeating rifle.
A match may be
W. B. Durgin, Windsor, most bulls- judge the shot.
postponed by giving 24 hours’ notice
which specializes on Cam p and Hotel work
eyes, prize cup.
Charles Baker, Forest City, high to the opposing captain and must be
captain, aggregate, 461, average 21.95 shot off within two weeks, or for
feited to the team asking the postprize medal.
No rifles shall be loaded
The men taking part in the con ponment.
except at firing point and all shots
tests were:
Windsor Castle— Messrs. Cary, Par fired shall count whether fired acci
No limit will be
ker, Dean, Foss, Hanson, A. Durgin, dentally or not.
made for trigger pull.
Attention,
M. Durgin, Mortou, Dickinson.
Forest City Castle—Baker, Nichols, however, is called to the fact that a
Canales, Murray, Mocdy, Sudds, Nor light trigger pull is dangerous and
ton, Robinson, Foden, Simmons, St. any serious accident might cause a
prejudice against the league. No one
John.
lias
Beacon
Commandery — Corthell, may clean his rifle after he
stepped
to
the
firing
point.
Smoking
Thompson, Johnson, Homer,
Web
than bread and butter —
ster, Alchorn, Strout, Gerrish, Adams, shall he forbidden if the opposing
when the bread is made
Sanborn, Richardson, Butler, Cald captain objects. (No man shall shoot
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
his match ahead or after Schedule
from W illiam Tell Flour.
well.
All matches shall
Nothing- more wholesome,
*Roc k am e ec cok Tribe—J. Folwartz- time for match.
e tc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
either, or a better food for
schny, Emery, W. Folwartzschny, start as near 9 o’clock p. m., as
growing children, because
Cobh, Berry, Robbins, W. Wallace, possible.
dummies and prices on request.
W illiam Tell is made from
The Portland Fraternal Rifle Lea
Daw, L. Wallace.
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
Longfellow Lodge— Dunning San gue also has its by-law's which gov
richest in nutritive value.
born, Libby, Durham, Eastman, Ed ern the management of the organiza
Milled by a special process,
All disputed targets are plac
wards, Garton,
Moulton,
Bither, tion.
William Tell goes farther. More
ed in the hands of an
arbitration
Hughey, Way, G. Libby, Legrow.
loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderful bread makingqualities,
and
Cogaweseo Tribe—Prince, Parker committee for final settlement
(2B
Broadhurst, Cupples, B. Webb, Batch- other matters in which there is a
ehler, C. Webb, H. Baker, Legrow, divided opinion are carefully consider
Beat, Allen, Hybers, Lundburg, Ab ed by the officers delegated.
bott, Batty.
One of tlie most pleasing features
Samoset Tribe—Hellier, Shaw, Big o f the year’s contests is the fact
elow, McWilliams, Daly, Crawford, that there has been no animosity.
Welch, Marshall.
Everything has been conducted on
c. H . McKenzie Trading Co.,
Machigonne Tribe—Crockett, Du- . strictly friendly lines, notwithstandPhillips, Maine.
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James W. Stuber, Sidney, Ohio:
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HERE FOR THEIR
THIS MOOSE SOME
FIRST VISIT
INTELLIGENT

The real sportsmen of Ohio, the
red-blooded out-of-doors men,
who
believe in law enforcement and the
conservation of fish and game, should
rise in indignation over the attitude
cf certain interests in large cities, Bristol Conn. Party Expect There Paymaster Rippe of the Great
as well ais other parts of Ohio, on It Will Be Something Doing Soon
Northern Paper Company
the question as to whether the of
ficers. of the Fish and Game Divis
Meets One.
(Special Correspondence.)
ion should be permitted to carry fire
arms.
It is generally known that
Mountain View House, May 22.—
Although it has been six
years
either through design or else over Tlie past week Vtas brought
more
since Frederick H. Rippe of Bangor,
sight, a former legislature “ de-horn ed than the usual amount of travel this
paymaster for the Great Northern
the game wardens,’’ so to speak, and way, although many have come to
Paper Co., has seen a moose in his
they are now in many cases requir relmain only a short time.
almost constant travels through the
ed to give bond to carry a gun, and
The camps are now all in order Maine woods frem lumber camp to
are subjected to curbed and embar and the first week of June several
lumber camp, the animals, for some
rassing conditions, which greatly parties are corning to enjoy the best
unaccountable reason, have always
hamper their efficiency.
month of all the year at this home seeMed fond of him, says an ex
The wardens are constantly dealing like spot.
change.
Sights and “ Near-sights.''
j and also the black shell?
I have with a lawless element—with armed
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Judd cf Bris
On several occasions in the past,
, had Bo many cripples with two o f ! outlaws—and no police officers are tol, Conn., are among the annual
moose have come up to him
and
Sights on a rifle or pistol
have the makes cn grouse and chicken; placed in more dangerous positions cr
guests who love the Mountain View, have asked him for sugar just as
but one functicn; to make it pos what’s the cause?
come in contact with armed resist where they have been for many sea
plainly as moose can ask.
He used
sible for the shooter to so
point
There is a difference in the shoot ance more frequently than the ward sons, and find friends who
gladly to carry lumps of it in his pocket
tbe barrel that tine bullet will strike ing qualities of all shotgun barrels, ens.
This is proved by the recent welcome them.
Jce Lamb is their simply for the gratification of any
the object aimed at.
The
best and sometimes you will find a gun battle fought near Cincinnati by Warguide this spring.
moose he chanced to meet.
But it
that any sight can do is to let the which will s;ho<;t one make of am_ dens Keurtz, Ferris and Walker aMr.
Judd
says,
“
I
am
not
ready
to
has
been
so
long
since
he
has
seen
shoater know when the rifle is cor-^ mujnition well and will not do so Well gainst several outlaws, two of whom
report my catch as soon as this for any, that when Mr. Rippe was riding
rectly used.
were
killed
and
a
third
wounded;
and
If a sight does this,
another make.
Try out varjt is a good sight hut no matter ious makes by patterning until you the readers of The Sportsmen’s Re I have only caught a 7-pound sal on a horse down the lumber road
how good the sight is, if th.e hunter locate one that gives the right kind view will recall the affair easily, by mon that I returned to the lake, and- from the main Great Northern depot
three trout, each weighing between camp at Sourdnahudk to Millinocket
remembering the warden’s
report,
holds the rifle so that it gives a good of reSU,lt& in your gun
three
and four pounds,” and
next the other morning, he didn’t
have
imitation of an ossified snake with
2. Wliat is the velocity of a .30 which was published in a recent week we expect there will be some any sugar with him.
the St. Vitus dance, the sights can Rem. pump action rifle?
number.
thing doing.
Mrs. Judd has
one
certainly not be held responsible, al
Mr. Rippe’s horse was drinking at
It is a deplorable fact that some
The muzzle velocity of the .30
trout to her credit.
a pool by the roadside when sud
though that’s where the blame is us
times a legislature turns its back up
Rem. cartridge is 2020 feet per secThree well-known Hartford, Ccnn., denly the animal raised his head witl
ually placed
on officers that a former legislative
_ _
ond.
people
are here for their first visit a jerk and pricked up his ears. Mr.
body, at the demand of the public,
Occasionally you will hear a man
3. Is there a solid steel bullet had created, and it is the duty of at the Rangeleys, and spending the Rippe looked down the logging road
say, “ It’ no use, I can’t shoot any
made for any gun, cr has there ever every sportsman of Ohio to demand week at this hotel.
They are Dr. and saw three moose approaching, a
more.
When I was a hey I could
been any made?
I have had many that the wardens be supported and A. C. Heublein the celebrated X-Ray cow and two last year’s* calves. They
see the sights and the bullseye as I
an argument regarding this question. given every police power possible.
specialist, his friends, Dr. John B. saw Mr. Rippe at the same time and,
clear as a bell, now if I focus
aySo far as I knew nobody makes
Greggs
and A. Raymond Ellis. Their whinnying with pleasure, started to
The wardens are fighting tlie bat
eye cn tbe bullseye tlie sights be
or has made a solid steel
bullet. tles for the law-abiding citizens, and guides are Jack McKinnon, Herbert ward him.
They acted differently
come fuzzy and if I focus on
the
Some foreign makes of ammunition the citizens should demand that they Moore and Jim Stewart.
The gen from any other moose Mr.
Rippe
sights the target isn’t clear. Guess
have a soft nickle steel jacket but be endowed with the right to protect tlemen are all fly fishermen and had has seen and it appeared to him, he
I’d better stop shooting!’ ’ Plain or
all ammunition made in this country themselves and to enforce the game good sport at Quimby Pend.
To-day says, as though they were frightened
dinary ignorance cf tbe laws
of |
of the high power type lias either a laws at the point of a gun if nec they are out for a shore dinner, and of something and wanted his
pro
optics is the cause of such, a state
copper cr cupro-nickel jacket.
Of essary.
later plan to go to Kennebago.
tection.
As
Mr.
Rippe
started
his
ment.
It is an absolute impossibil
course, I am not prepared to say
The lawn in front of the hotel horse toward Millinocket the moose,
It is now evident that no mi!d di
ity for the human eye to see with
that nobody lias ever made
solid plomacy or dilatory methods can be locks like a bright green
carpet who- were only a few feet ahead of
complete sharpness three
objects
reaching to the water’s edge, and him, turned and preceded the ani
steel bullets but they have
never used to preserv e our natural
wild
(bullseye, front sight, and rear sight)
been actually on the market.
The life from destruction.
with mal.
They frequently turned their
Persuasion is the boys daily take exercise
all at different distances frem the
steel jacketed bullets above referred useless, and the game laws should be the lawn mower.
heads to see that Mr, Rippe
was
eye.
J.
C. Murdock of Athol,
Mass.,close behind and kept a few yards
to are cf course made of lead with enforced with a bludgeon, if neces
If you think your eyes are not simply the jacket of soft
nickel sary.
As soon as the fish pirates, one cf the Data on party who came in front of him for some miles. The
giving you the right kind of service steel.
game-hogs and wild life butchers un as scon as the ice went out, regret procession continued until a bend
go to a competent oculist,
explain
derstand that the sportsmen and law- fully reeled in and went home this in the road disclosed a man coming
your troubles, and wear the glasses W. C. H., Pittsburgh, Pa.
His last salmon weighed in the opposite direction. The three
abiding citizens will not tolerate the.'r morning.
for shooting he recommends. If you
1. Is there any sporting goods operations, and that the game laws 514 pounds. “ This- iis ¡my first, but mcose stepped aside as he approach
don't like the open sights on your store in Pittsburgh or where can I
will be backed by a strong-arm I do not intend it shall be my last ed Mr. Rippe and, standing in the
rifle or revolver, try others,
put buy a Maxim Silencer?
squad, the sooner will conditions im visit,’ ’ said Mr. Murdock as he left bushes, seemed to listen attentively.
don’t make any changes with the ex
There are several sporting goods prove.
for home.
“ Tlney’ve got that b g be-r down at the
pectation of attaining a result which stores in Pittsburgh, which you will
Ex-Mayor Arthur H. Lowe of Fitch- Grant brook camp,” said the man.
Regardless of tlie fact that public
as above stated is impossible.
be able to locate by tlheix advertise sentiment is rapidly coming in favor burg, Mask., wais the last to join the “ They shot him through the window
I will be glad to do my best to ments in the papers or the city di of stringent fish and game protect party and is also a new comer and when he was right outside the other
help you out if you will write
to rectory.
These stores either have ion, the sportsmen are face to face very enthusiastic over the
fishing night and he measured seven feet and
me and state your troubles.
or will order for you a Maxim Silen with a crisis, and every fish
Gee,
and and proud cf tlbe handsome pair of seven inhes from tip to tip.
cer.
game protective association in Ohio salmon he has already caught, weigh but he was a (whopper.”
A. H., Chicago, 111.
,
2. About what is the ccst of one? should come to the front in defense ing 5 pounds and 4V2 pounds, Webb
Mr. Rippe says that an indescrib
1.
Can you tell me what is the The Maxim Silencer for the .22 and in support of tlie "wardens.
Boulton guide.
Mayor Lowe will no able look of relief passed over the
best make of .22 repeater for snap calibre rifles costs in the neighbor
The sportsmen who still expect to doubt hereafter be cne of the Dame faces of the cow Moose and tlhe two
shooting and crows?
hood o f $5.00 to $6.00; for high pcfw- be looked upon as guardians of our party.
calves and that they turned and trot
There are a number of good .22 er rifles it is about $7.00 to $8.00.
Miss Ruth Hamlin, who has charge ted contentedly off into tlie woods.
wild creatures, and gaime fish, must
3. Will a. Maxim Silencer work on rally in defense of their own cause of the pos toff ice is spending the “ Do you know,” say® he, “ I believe
repeaters on the market.
As to the
best, you will have to use
your a Colt .38 calibre revolver?
against the influence of the outlaw week-end at her home in Gorham.
they were afraid of that bear and
Friday, the folloKving party
en that they were hanging around me
own good judgment. Ask your friends
No.
element and the poachers.
who own repeaters wluat they think
4. Will a Maxim Silencer fit any
Intelligent animals—
If the wild life of Ohio can best be route for Kennebago came on the for protection.
calibre revolver?
Can it be adjust- protected by militarism, then
of them.
the noon train and took dinner here: moose?—Very! ”
2. Would the .25 rim fire be en- j ed to fit any caliber?
said methods should be developed to Messrs. John W. Horton of Provi
dence, R. I., Dr. W. W. Journeay, J.
ough better for crows or long dis- j Maxim Silencers cannot be used on the highest degree.
H. Young, P. J. Burr, E. F. Butler,
tance target work to justify the ad- any revolvers c f any make.
Sidney, Ohio.
A. H. Emery, F. D. Carter and Frank
5. Does the law permit the use of
ded expense.
James W. Stuher,
W. Hubbard of Boston.
The .25 rijn fire cartridge is more a Maxim Silencer at target shooting
Sec. Shelby County Fish and
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Drake of Gar
powerful than the .22 long rifle but and Inin ting?
Game Protective Ass’n., in
diner, who for ten years have been
Maxim Silencers may he used for
so far as accuracy goes the latter
The Sportsmen’s Review.
working fox the Megantic Club, with
will give just as good results. Per- target shooting but I am not sure
Under date cf May 15th we receiv
scnally I should prefer the .22
re-; as to their use for hunting purposes,
Every Issue of Maine Woods Car their two sens Ted and Cliff, were
ed a note from E. E. Pa-tridge, South
peater.
IPossibly some other reader may be ries a Fresh W h i f f of the Pine here for several days this week. They
ern Pines, N. C., in which he says:
3. What is tlie best sight combi,n- able to send you the information in Tree State w ith it. W hy Not Sub have leased the Coburn camp on the
“Wednesday next am leaving here
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All opposite shore of the lake and will
ation for target and snap shooting? regard to this point.
for
cur summer home cn Mingo Hill,
live there for the present.
the Year.
Would a duplex front sight with small
going via Norfolk to Boston, remain
Two
Baltimore,
Md.,
gentlemen,
L.
gold and large white be better than E. J. S., Utica, N. Y.
C. Rice, L. S. Tyler, F. G. Tyler of ing there for a few days only.
one' head of either color?
1. Will you please inform me if
Glad to know that our good friends
Providence, R. I., and G. M. Coss of
This is a very good combination, j the Remington High Power slide
the
Coles are to run the Springs aBoston
enjoyed
a
short
stay
here
You will be equipped to Bihoot under action rifle (No. 14), .32 caliber is
gain this year.
They are already
this "week.
all light conditions.
|powerful en ough for deer, black bear
there
preparing
for
an early open,
Supt.
Fred
E.
Saribcm
of
the
4. Woud the Maxim Silencer be of or moose?
Portland Division cif Maine Central, tog.
much use in shooting crows? Some | It should give entire satisfaction,
accompanied by A. R. Manderson and
April and May have been exceed
say it does not silence the report
Miss E. E. Orelssey stenographer of ingly pleasant here and I have not
much.
Portland spent several clays
here missed a game of golf on account
I assume you mean tlie .22 caliber
this week.
Three of the
Maine of storms or cold during the two
rifle.
When used with smokeless
Central engineers J. W. Randell, H. months.
ammunition the Silencer gives
ex
P. Crowell aind C. W. Dresser, who
The woods are full of blossoms of
cellent results and is valuabe for
are working on the branch at South dogwood, with their showy fragrant
TO
R IG H T OF G AM E W A R D E N S
crow shooting.
9
Rangeley, which is. put in to bring white flowers, the yellow
C A R R Y F IR E A R M S .
jasmine
5. Is there any law in
Illinois
up tine 1400 cards of poplar that has hanging its sweet smelling bells from
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
against the use of rifles on crows
been cut for the International Paper the oaks being especially attractive.
Offers room with hot and
That game and fish wardens, in
and tlie like when there is no sea
cold water for $ 1.00 per day
Company are also here.
their
hazardous
work,
should
have
Cn the sands are many beautiful
son for other birds?
and up, which includes free
Fred O’Connell, the mail
clerk
use o f public shower baths.
Write to Mr. C. J. Dittmar, Free clear legal right to carry firearms for
wild flowers while the gardens are
frem Portland to Oqucssoe, has re
self-protection and enforcement of the
ablaze with roses of all kinds.
port, 111.
law, is a self-evident fact.
To de Nothing to Equal This in New England sumed work after an absence on ac
The fruit trees blossomed long ago
count of illness.
Rooms with private baths
prive the duly appointed officials of
J- C. S., Superior, Wis.
and have now quite large peaches.”
for
$1.50
per
day
and
up;
defense
1.
Would it be out of the ordinary'the essential weapons of
suites of two rooms and bath
/W h en ev er you write to one of our
to ask if you have ever noticed if would be as culpable as the similar
for $ 4.00 per day and up.
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
Every Issue of Maine Woods Car*
deprivation
among,
policemen—tlie
there was any difference to the kill
A B S O L U T E L Y F I R E P R O O F Maine Woods.
It is important to rles a Fresh W hiff of the
Pina
need
of
carrying
firearms
being
ab
ing power of the Leader shotgun
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
you to do so; important to us and Tree State with It. W hy Not Sub
solute
in
both
cases.
We
publish,
Send for Booklet
shell loaded with 28 grains of ballithe advertiser naturally wants to scribe and Get a 8teady Breeze All
STÖRER F. CRAFTS
Gen. Manager
etite, 1% oz. shot No. 6 Chilled, the following practical comments on
know where you found his nstfne.
the Year.
Mr.
Premier loaded with, the same load the subject from the pen of

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

WILL SOON BE
AT MINGO HILL

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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Members of the graduating class was celebrated by the family and
many
R. H. S. 1915 leave Saturday morn all realized then that not
ing for a week’s trip to Boston. The more such gatherings could be held.
party will be chaperoned by Mrs. During the past year he failed very
XF. B. Colby.
Mrs. Colby,
whose rapidly and was most kindly cared
former
homie
was
in
Boston
is
well for by his daughter, Mrs. Brackett.
Lake Parlin House and Camps
Fine Entertainment by the Ladies’ qualified to show them the points of
interest.
The class consists of five
Are delightfullj- situated on shore of Lake
R E B E K A H S M E E T IN PHILLIPS
League— F . G . MacKeuzie
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
young
ladies,
Phyllis Robertscn, Sus
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
ie Tibbetts, Shirley Hoar, Helen Ray
Injured.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
(Continuée* from page one).
mond and Bertha Russell. The class
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
mend
able work.
have been very industrious and have
camps are new and have all modern conven
(Special Correspondence.)
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
Those constituting the degree staff
prospered
financially.
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Rangeley, May 25.—Roilla Pitlsbury
Mrs. Mamie Noble, Mrs. Cora
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
Sunday, the members of the grad are:
bad the mis fortune to stick a rusty
tain climbing automobiling, etc.
Dunham, Miss Edna Time, Mrs. Berta
uating
class
R.
II.
S.
and
members
nail in Ihiiis knee recently,
tvhich
Holt, Mrs. Evelyn Currier, Mrs. l-Jm.
Write for booklet.
H. P. M cK E N N E Y , Proprietor,
Jackman, Maine
causes a sligfht limp.
Pie is progres of the school attended church in a
ma Greenwood, Miss Lettice Hambody.
The
church
was
decorated
sing well now.
and den, Miss Mertie Staples, Miss Pearl
THE CARRY POND CAMPS
W. F Oakes is having a large with, the class colors, green
white bunting and potted
plants. Smith, Mrs. Addie Parker, Mrs. Ber
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of window placed in liis living room.
Rev.
H.
A.
Childs
preached
a
very tha Chandler, Mrs. Sa^ie Davis, Mrs.
Trout
Fishing.
Good
accommodations.
RANGELEY, MAINE
'
Mrs. Rue Prescott and
children
Ida Morton, Mrs. Haael Leavitt, Mrs.
Write for circular.
have returned to their heme in Ber interesting and helpful sermon, ap
Ada Sweetser, Mrs. Flora Dennison
HENRY J. LANE,
propriate
to
the
occasion.
Miss
lin, N. H.
Mrs. Parker came to ac
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
Prudence Rich-aid son sang a solo and Mrs. Algie Knapp, Mrs. Edith Haley,
company them. home.
Tressie ,
furnished Mrs. Ida Leavitt, Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Badger were tine mixed quartette also
F I S H I N G
Carroll,
Emma
^Davenport,
Lillian, j
music.
OTTER POND CA M P S
in Phillips recently and spent tiie
AT
Toothaker.
Miss Shirley Holt is
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish week-end with relatives aind friends.
Saturday
evening,
at
the
church
a
and hunting. Send for circular.
pianist and Mrs. EJffie Graffam cap
John Carville’s Camps ing
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Horeyseck, Mr fine entertainment was presented by
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
tain.
at S p rin g L ake
Oaratunk, Me.
and Mrs. Elmer Voter and Mr. Tiiois. the Ladies’ League, Mis® Josephine
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
Mrs. »Mamie Noble is noble grand
Hamden were guests at Charles and Hodsdon reader, assisted b y local
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent bedq.
It iis regretted that of the lodge and Mrs. Cora Dun,ham1
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, KANGBLE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW BO DSE Eben Hamden’s Sunday, making tihe musical talent.
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
On Rangeley Lake.
trip in their new Ford car.
sc few were able to attend, but all vice grand.
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
nttknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake Thoroughly modern, tin direct automobile
Mrs. Ed Lamb has returned from who did so, felt amply repaid. Miss
Miss Walcott o. Farmington favor
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring route. Ta/vern all year. Lake View House
at ed the company with readings and
Dr. Ross’ private hospital, where she Hodsdon who is an instructor
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
Buck board roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
lias beaii recovering from a recent Hebron Academy met several of her Carl Wlidttemore of Wilton with solos
itnnmer resort. Telephone communications with
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Milage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
surgical operation.
Mrs. Fern Phil-* former pupils While here.
She was which were much enjoyed.
Mrs.
Raugeiey,
Maine.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
the guest of her cousin, Miss Alice Lillian Sedgeley gave the address of
brick is working for Mrs. Lamb.
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
Harry Hawk'hurst and family are Sweetsex at Mrs. S. B. McCard’s.
welcome which was responded to by
R AN G ELE Y L A K E S
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite occupying a rent in
the tenement
Richard Wilbur stepped on a rusty Mrs. Carrie Gilbert.
Remarks were
for free circular.
Blakeslee Lake Camps
CAPT. F. C. BAR K ER . Bemis. Maine.
lionise at the corner of Allen
and nail recently but is now able io be also made by the grand officers, and
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
School streets.
about.
by Mr. Hiscock, Mrs. Gilbert, Mrs.
A famous resort for anglers and hun
■Mr.
Holmes,
G.
L.
Kemptcn,
F.
L.
Wilkins, Mrs. SpiMer, Judge MorrisMr.
Major
of
Lewiston
is
caring
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly Marchetti and Sylvader Hinkley are for Geo. Young, who
still remains on.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, fishing
begins about June 1. Send for circular.
Mrs. Addie Parker, in behalf of
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.. among those who have recently im quite ill.
Upper Dam, Maine.
Maine.
proved their buildings with a coat
the lodge, presented the grand ofof paint.
fieers with bouquets of pinks to
W IL L IA M W A L L A C E CO LLINS
Miss Roberta-Nile is the guest of
D EAD R IV E R REGION
which they responded thanking the
W E S T
E N D
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every her aunt, Mrs. Will Grover at Phil
lodge.
Mr. William Wallace Collins,
a
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca lips.
Supper was served at the Parish
H O T E L
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
The Gypsies passed through town much respected citizen passed away House where seats were provided for
H. M. C A S T N E R , Prop’r. section Cuisine unsurpas-sed. E. F. Friday on their way to Bigelow. Dur May 19, 1915, at the borne of his iI100 at the first tables. Two hun
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
ing the forenoon they put in a busy daughter, Mrs. Alfred Brackett, Dal dred or more partook of the fine
Portland,
Maine
Mr. Collins
was
time calling cn the merchants and las Plantation.
supper which consisted of cold ham,
born
in
Northport,
Me.,
May
6
,
1832,
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
telling fortunes of all who would stop
tongue, pressed chicken, crab meat
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports IN T H E R A N G EL EY REGION
to listen.
At one store where they the son cf Baxnabee A. and Naby salad, hot rolls, pickles, doughnuttl
men. All farm, dairy products, pork Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and onecalled
they
made
some purchases and Pratt Collins, one of a family of ice cream, cake and coffee.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl half miles from the railroad and three-fourths
Many years ago he
mile from good auto road. Trout fishing, both secured several articles
which they nine children.
The Oui Kno orchestra, W. M. Payin g us to serve only fresh vegetables, lake and stream. Rates $12.50 to $15.00 per week;
came to Rangeley with his father
did
not
pay
for,
but
after
some
talk
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For
son,
Hollis Holt, Frank Steward and
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
particulars address
with Constable Tomlinson the me.r- and in 1863 was married to Abbie Miss Beulah Irwin, furnished finfe
American plan. Send for circular.
H E M O N S. B L A C K W E L L ,
Ross.
12 children were born
to
. chandise was promptly returned.
music during the supper.
Dallas. Maine.
Mass was celebrated at the Cath them; three of the children died in
The surviving members
BELGRADE LA K E S. M AINE.
o lic chapel Wednesday, Rev. Fr. T. infancy.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
CAMP PHOENIX
|!
of the family besides the wife are: A D V E R T I S E IN M A I N E W O O D S.
England, Best black bass fishing in the world,
J. McLaughlin being in Rangeley.
In the very heart of Maine’s Best Fish and
bast trout fishing in Maine.
Nate Albee lost his pet dog Fri Mrs. Alfred Brackett, Eld and Flor
Game Region. If you like to fish, the name
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
SO U R D N AH U N K stands for all that is best in
Plantation^
finally ence Collins of Dallas
fishing, and Camp Phoenix is located in the very ; day and after a long search
Mrs. Frank Nile and Mrs.
Elias
center of the famous SO U R D N AH U N K region. [ decided that she had trailed
the
Lively fighting trout at camp door. Write for I
TH E ATTEAN LAKE CA M PS
Bachelder
of
Farmington
Falls,
Mrs.
particulars. CHAS. A . D A ISE Y , Propr., Nor- Gypsy
band.x Monday, Mrs. Carl
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, b a l i  cross. Me.
Samuel Raymond, Saul and Herbert
Hennings,
who
has
rooms
at
the
n g and mountain climbing. Separate camp&fpr
all parties, with special accommodations foHBfomOquosscc House heard peculiar nois Collins of Rangeley, one brother,
lies. Sizteen trout ponds of fly and bait fishing,
JONES’ G AM PS
of 2(0 acres, situated on the north shore of the
and a never end of rivers and streams.
es, which, upon investigation proved Joilia Collins of Temple, besides 14 upper
M o s q u ito , M aine
Automobile touristiwishing to visit A T T E A N M ox ie P o n d ,
grand
children
and
five
great
grand
to be the long lost animal, who was
CAM PS,, may come to Holden’s Garage, one
The finest trout and salmon fishing here for
children.
mile from camp, where motor boat will meet
Rangeley Lakes
parties. Map •and booklet of my territory on many years. . Circulars furnished on application. a prisoner in a 12-foot unused well
Mr. Collins made hi® home at Dalrequest.
under
the
buildings.
Mr.
Albee
was
Two miles from
R U E L E. H O L D E N . Jackman. Maine
notified and promptly secured
the Las Plantation and in early years was
a farmer by occupation.
For
10
Rangeley Lake House.
OUANANICHE LO D G E and
creature.
W ar or no war
N O R W A Y PINES C A M P S
Mrs. Addie Richardson is visiting years he was tax assessor and also
Pierce Pond Camps
Frontage on the Lake of half a mile, and com
held th e.office of plantation
clerk mands
will be open on time for large trout and salmon now open for season. Fishing, vacationing and
relatives in Lewiston and Auburn.
fishing. Best of refe'rence4 furnished. Send Hunting. Peerless location. Write
for circular. C. A . Spaulding. Caratunk, Me.
Mrs. Julia Hamblin arrived Tues and superintendent of schools. Fall
CHARLES CAM PBELL. Mang’r,
Magnificent Views
Grand Lake Stream, Maine, Washington Co.
day and will begin her duties as ing eyesight made it necessary for
him
to
give
up
active
labor
nearly
of
the
Lake.
Two fine springs on the Estate,
pastry cook at the Rangeley Lake
20 years ago.
EY>r the past
two Property fully equipped as a farm, and inclnd«
House
Monday.
Go to
the famous
%
F. G. Mackenzie was quite badly years be has made his home with
BLAINE VILES’
Belgrade Lakes, Me.
his daughter, Mrs. Alfred Brackett.
>7
This well-known house will LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS burnt about the face and arm Sun
Funeral services were held from
day
night
by
a
slight
explosion,
which
Maine
open May 1st to the early fisher Dead River,
Mr. bis late home, Rev. H. A. Childs of Terms reasonable. Address
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom occurred at the light station.
men, and the regular summer modations,
Mrs. Childs sang.
His
Mackenzie is gaining rapidly.
His ficiating.
Reasonable Prices.
three
sons
and
son-in-law,
Samuel
M R S. L U C Y H . B O W D O IN
Special Sunday Dinners.
business under old management.
brother, Colin is running the light
Raymond acted as bearers.
plant.
82 Washington Square
R ound Mountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
Two years ago the golden wedding
; Work bias begun on the J.
B.
booklet. D ION O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor.
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Collins S A L E M ,
Round Mountain. Maine
MASS.
Madden house on Pleasant street.

Where To Go in Maine

CLASS WILL GO
ON BOSTON TRIP

YORK C A M P S ,
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

FOR SALE 1
Beautiful Estate '

C e n tr a l H ou se

“Ross Point.

BIRCH ISLAND
CAMPS

To Let for the Season

COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE ft O L E B ,
Also motor boat. In the heart o f
good fishing and hunting. Write I. W.
MITCHELL, Rangeley, Me.
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
R a n g eley L a k es
R an geley,

-

M aine

Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
ridge and duck hunting.

-

M AIN E

J. E. WILSON, ManagerA

Sporting

Outfit.

and

Recreation

The best hunting, fish

ing, recreation and food of any
camps in the State of Maine.

JIM POND GAM PS

will be opened June 1, for the
season of 1915. The home of the
Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps big fish. Send for booklet.
The ideal place to spend your vaca GREEN BROS., Eustis, Maine

tion.
ing.
tion.
C. A.

Good fishing, hunting and motor
Table not surpassed in this sec
BILLY S O U L E S NEW GAM PS
Write for booklet.
COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
ON M IL LM A G A SSE T T LAKE
VAUGHAN G A M P S

The Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known
as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by
me and are open for Fishing and Hunting for
the season of 1915. An ideal family summer
resort. Telephone connections. A most beauti
ful climate during the summer months; cool,
even and invigorating. Finest Deer Hunting
in the State of Maine. Good Stream and Lake
Fishing.
Prices reasonable. For full partic
ulars, address

FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
E U ST IS.

-

-

M AIN E

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AN D LOGTCAMFS.
He^rt of the Rangeleys. Bust fishing region.
8peclal June and September rates. Booklet.

MBS. F. B. BURNS.

Trout Fishing That Is
address Ox Bow, Me.

Fishing.

Post office

The Residue.
“After coal, what?” asks an es
teemed, in manner of speaking, con
temporary. Our pwn experience in
dicates ashes, to be followed at more
or less long intervals by an ash
wagon.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

S U B S C R IB E N O W F O R M A IN E
W OODS.

45 members of Summit Rebeka/li
Lodge were entertained at Phillips
last Thursday.
Mrs. Oora Cushman of Phillips is
working for Marts. W. F. Oakes.
, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Hinkley
and
daughter, Lois have returned home
to Hebircn after a brief visit
with
relatives in town.
The official , opening of O. R.
Rowe’s new store was held Friday
and Saturday.
A Large number from here attended
the box supper held at the schoolhouse, Dallas Heights, Saturday even
ing.
Games were played,
music
for Which was furnished by Mrs. C.
B. Harris.
About $25 was cleared,
which will be added to the school
fund.

SPORTSMEN A N D TODRISTS
We are the only people in the East
selling direct to the Consumer.
Before purchasing your supplies,
drop a line and get our prices. We sell
eur goods at a wholesale price, there
fore saving you money on your pur
chases. Season advancing. Give us
a try.
'

CONGRESS SALES BUREAU,
Portland, Me.

BIG RESULTS
FRO M SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Boats, A D og, A n Automobile; A Cam era, Tent, Ham
mock or something else you don't want. '

Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you.

Rates one cent a word Jin advance.
Address, Classified D epartm ent,.
M A IN E W O O D S,
Phillips, Maine

M A IN E

SON OF FORMER
PHILLIPS MAN

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

Portsmouth man, were received
in
this city yesterday by lids brother,
D. W. Badger, for, although the rel
atives in Portsmouth were informed
of hits death last week by telegram,
toe details were not known
until
yesterdiay when the following clipping
from a Greeley newspaper was sent
with, the letter:
\

The following account is taken
from ttoe Portsfmoutih, N. H., Times.
The deceased wais a nephew of Mr.
% S. Badger ajnd Mrs. Ohiairles O.
pill of Phillips, his father*, Mr. Dav
“The violent and sudden death
id Badger being their oddest brother: which overtook Fred H. Badger on
The following particulars of the Monday, April lbth at the railroad
death of Fred H. Badger, a former crossing south of Lucerne, brought
sorrow to the hearts of many people,
and removed a prominent man from
KEEP T H E B A L A N C E U P .
the affairs of Greeley and Weld coun
It has been truthfully said that any ty.
disturbance of the even balance of
“ Mr. Badger was driving home!
health causes serious trouble.
No ward from a, trip to his farm in the
body can be too careful to keep this LaGrange district where lie was sup
balance up.
Wlhen people begin to ervising the laying of some tilting.
lose appetite, or to get tired easily, A southbound passenger on
the
the least imprudence brings on sick Union Pacific was approaching, but
ness, weakness, or debility. The sys he evidently did not see or hear if
tem needs a tonic, craves it,
and coming.
It crashed into his auto,
should not be denied it; and the best threw his body a hundred feet
to
tonic of which we h.ave any know the road and instantly killed
Mm.
ledge is Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
What The automobile was completely de
this medicine has don© in keeping molished.
The 'train must have
healthy people healthy, In keeping struck the auto squarely in the mid
np the even balance of health, gives dle, for Sit was thrown in the air
It the same distinction as a preven and turned over twice. Mr. Badg
tive that it enjoys as a cure.
Its er's body lay to the right of the
early use has illustrated the wisdom track.
The track is down grade at
of the odd saying that i stitch
in this point and the train was probab
time saves nine.
Take Hood's for ly moving at the rate of 50 miles an
appetite, strength, and endurance.
hour, and as the road almost paral
Advt lels the track it was not easy for
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MAKE TH E KITCHEN
LIVABLE
O N ’ T swelter over a hot
coal stove this summer.
The N E W P E R F E C 
T IO N
Oil Cookstove keeps
your kitchen cool and clean
and does away with all the ashpan, coal-hod drudgery of the
coal range.

D

The N E W P E R F E C T I O N lights
like gas, regulates like gas, and
cooks like gas.
It’ s gas stove
comfort with kerosene oil.
Something N e w . A n oven that be
com es a fireless co o k er m erely by
p ulling a dam per.
A s k your dealer
to sh o w you the NEW PERFECTION
N o . 7 , w ith fireless co o k in g o v en ;
also the PE R FECTIO N W a te r H eater.
It gives y o u plenty of hot water and
m akes y o u independent o f your
coal range.

PER

ION

on

F o r best results use S O C O N Y
b ran d s
of
k erosen e
o il.
STANDARD OIL C O M P A N Y O F N E W Y O R K
Principal Station*

,

Naw York
Albany

B u ffa lo
Boston

M A I N E , M A Y 27, 1915.

M.m, to notice the approaching tnaim
“ E. B. Hatch was driving
near
him at the tiime and J. J. Ha&hro©h
of Ault, who had just crossed the
track ahead of him, ran to th© aid
of the unfortunate man, but
life
was extinct When they readied his
side.
Neighbors also witnessed the
accident and went to tbeiir assistance.
Tiie train was stopped and the body
taken to Greeley.
Deputy Coroner
Dyde conducted an investigation.
“ Mr. Badger was horn alt Ports
mouth, N. H., 59 years ago.
He is
survived by his wife and one son, the
latter being associated with him in
business, but was at th© time of
the accident in Palastiue, mil., look
ing after a contract for the firm of
Badger and Son. His mother, four
brothers and cne sister also, survive
him.
They all reside at Portsmouth.
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DEATH OF FORMER
RESIDENT
Twenty Auto to West Farmington
for May-Basket.
(Special Correspondence.)

Strong, May 26.—N. E. Willis o,f
East Lynn, Mass., fo'rmerly of this
town, died Last Monday
morning,
May 17, at the home of his son,
Oliver Willis.
The cause of bis
death was heart trouble from which
h© had suffered for about two years,
but grew worse about five weeks ago
being confined to his bed only three
days.
He came to Strong
from
Massachusetts 28 years ago and
bought the Philbrock farm, where he
“ The deceased had been a resi lived until he went to East Lynn
dent of Weld County since 1877, and to live with his son.
Mr.
Willis
was prominent in business affairs in would have been 76 years old if lie
Greeley, being a member of the Col had lived until June 22. He leaves
orado Engineering and Construction cne brother, Warren WiliMs of Eas
company, secretary of th© Monte ton, Mass., and five children, Mrs. E.
Christo Rubber company of Mexico, A. Goodwin cf Strong, Jess© K. of
with offices in Greeley, and was at Wilmington, Mass’., J. Oliver of East
one time engaged in the produce Lynn, Miss Flora A. of West Med
business in that city.
He lias ever ford, Mass., and George D. of Ever
been identified with the best inter ett, Mass.
His son Oliver and wife,
ests of Greeley and bias a heat of son Jess© and daughter Flora accom
friends who, sadly mourn his unfor panied the remains here from East
tunate fate.
He was regarded as Lynn, Wednesday noon.
The fun
one of the most careful auto drivers eral services were held in the Metlhi
in Greeley, and those who saw Mm odist church at 2 o’clock, conducted
just before the accident say
he by Rev. John Dunstan.
Beautiful
was driving slowly at that time.’’
flowers were sent, by relatives and
friendis.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar McPbail and
GEORGE W . W I L L I A M S
children and Mr. and Mrs. Fred W.
Lock took an automobile trip to
The following is taken from the
Norridgewock last Sunday.
Kennebec Journal:
Mrs. P. H. Stubbs and son, Robert
“ Friends of George W. Williams returned Saturday night fVom tlieir
were grieved to learn of his death tour cf the United States. They have
which occurred at 1.30 Monday after been away for several months.
noon, May 10, at Ms home, 21 Am
The friends of Dr. William S. Loveherst street, Augusta, after a Long joy are sorry to know he has been
illness.
He was 53 years of age a great sufferer th© past two weeks
and th© wife and one son, George from bleed poisen in has hand. He
W. Williams, Jr., also the mother, is, however, a little more comforta
one sister, Mrs. Charles Whittier of ble at this time.
Readfield Depot, and one
brother,»
Harriett, daughter cf Mr. and Mrs.
Levi T. Williams of Augusta
sur Bert Sprague of Portland, is visiting
vive.
Funeral services will be held her uncle, Edmond Sprague and fam
at 2 o’clock Wednesday afternoon at ily.
the home.
Saturday evening a party of friends
Mr. Williams had been a citizen gathered at the heme of Mr.
and
of Augusta for 35 years and for abou Mrs. Fred W. Look to
celebrate
21 years had been employed in the Mrs. Look’s birthday, Sunday, May
Augusta postoffice.
He was first 23rd.
The evening was very pleas
appointed by Postmaster L. B. Fow antly spent in playing flinch. Dur
ler as general delivery clerk and lat ing the evening a dainty lunch was
er promoted to registry clerk. Dur served.
Those present were Mr.
ing the four years that the late Hon. and Mrs. C. V. Starhird, Dr.
and
Joseph H. Manley was postmaster Mrs. C. W. Bell, Mr. and Mrs. D.
Mr. Williams was with lute father E. Leighton, Mr. and Mrs. Horatio
engaged in the grocery business un Luce, Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Bradford,
der the firm name of S.. S. Williams Mr. and Mrs. J. Elford Winslow, El
& Sen, but when Thomas J. Lynch len Kilkenny, Raymond Starbird and
was appointed postmaster Mr. Wil Miss Mattie Bunnell.
A delightful
liams became registry clerk once time was enjeyed.
more, a position which; he had since
Mrs. Lizzie Wait© of
Portland
held.
He was a member of Beth spent a few days in towai recently,
lehem Lodge, No. 35, F. and A. M., th© guest of Mr. and Mrs. Menzor
and of Highland Lodge, A. O. U. A. Will.
IW.”
Miss Claris© Flint returned to her
Mr. Williams formerly resided in school here Monday after being ab
Phillips with his parents, his father sent a week on account of the sick
doing business in a store at the up ness and death of her father, who
per village which lie sold to M. -H was buried Saturday at. 10 o’clock.
Mrs. James Hunter has been quite
and D.. M. Davenport, then moving
ill recently, suffering from a severe
to Augusta.
The deceased will lie pleasantly re cold.
Mrs. D; E. Leighton returned Sat
membered by lids boyhood friends
in Phillips, w,fyo extend sympathy to urday night from a few days’ visit
the immediate family, the
mother, with relatives in Farmington. She
Mr.
Mrs. Eunice Williams and brother, was accompanied home by
Leighton, who had also spent a few
Levi T. Williams.
days in Farmington.
Rev. John Dunstan preached
an
FREEMAN CENTER
excellent Memorial sermon, Sunday
morning at the Methodist church from
Exodus 12:14.
There were only five
May 24.
Special music, was
Mrs. Wm. Welch is quite improv soldiers present.
rendered.
A solo by Mrs. Dunstan
ed in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Newell of Strong and a duet by Rev. George Ninde
and Mrs. Menzor A. Will were much
visited relatives here Friday.
Miss Gladys Weymouth has finish enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Glover of Bos
ed work in the family of Rev. C. J.
Saturday
Longley at Kimgfield and is now as ton, Mass., arrived here
sisting Mrs. G. H. Taylor for a few night to spend the summer in their
home on Main street.
A host cf
days.
F. E. Fitch lias purchased a driv friends are glad to welcome
them
ing horse.
Miss Hazel Weymouth Was at her
Danger to Children.
home in Kingfiield over Sunday.
Serious illnesses often results from
Alex Campbell has hired Roy Feutipnan to work for him this#summer. lingering coughs and colds. The hack
Mrs. Blanch© Searlcs and daugh ing and coughing and disturbed sleep
ter, Frances have returned to Augus rack a child’s body and the poisons
weaken the system, ,so that disease
ta.
cannot be thrown off. Foley’s Hon
ey and Tar Compound has
eased
,
Two Belts.
coughs,
colds
and
croup
for
three
“ The belt worn by Napoleon at the
battle of Waterloo shows that his generations; safe to use and quick to
There is no better medicine fo
girth was 42 inches Some belt, eh?’’ act.
R.
H.
“Yes, but not a circumstance to the croup, coughs and colds.
belt that Wellington gave him.”
Preble.

WHEN FEELING TIRED
r HoocFs Sarsaparilla Builds Up the
Whole System—Makes Pure Blood.
That tired feeling that comes to
you in the spring, year after year,
is a sign that your blood lacks vi
tality, just as pimples, boils and!
other eruptions are signs that it is
.impure; and it is also a sign that
your system is in a low or run-down
|condition inviting disease. It is a
[:warning, which it is wise to heed.
P A sk your druggist for Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.
This old standard!
tried and true blood medicine re
lieves that tired feeling. It cleanses
the blood, gives new life, new cour
age, strength and cheerfulness. Iti
makes the rich, red blood that will
make you feel, look, eat and sleep
better.
Be sure fo got H ood’s, because it
is the best. There is no other com
bination of roots, barks and herbs
like it —no real substitute for it—
no “ just-as-good” medicine.

back.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Butler of
Phillips were callers in town Sun
day.
M,r. and Mrs. T. J. Pennell and
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Ninde have
moved from Fred Will’s
summer
horn© into Lee Peary’s house. Mr.
Will and family of Brunswick
are
expected this week.
Mr». Frank McLean of Stratton is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Henry Ramsdell and family.
H. N. Luce and family Spent Sun
day with relatives in Lexington.
Miiss Della EutLer lias
returned
from, a few weeks’ viciit with rela
tives in New Portland.
Mrs. Charity Winter and son, Her
bert of New Portland have moved
into the rent recently vacated
by
Herbert Cock and family on upper
Maine street.
About twenty went by automobile
to West Farmington Monday might
and hung a Maybasket for
Miss
Charlotte Burns, who is working for
her uncle, Merton Partridge. A de
lightful time was enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Stanley of Wil
ton were in town Sunday th© guests
of D. E. Leighton and family.

MADRID
May 18.
Bion Wing will deliver the address
Memorial day at
Madrid village
schoolhouse.
The school
children
of Madrid districts especially
are
invited to attend.
At Sandy River Grange last Satur
day several new members were ad
ded.
Mrs. F. H. Hathaway
Was
chosen captain of the new degree
team.
Among the visitors' present
we noticed Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Thorpe, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Savage and
Mrs. Chias. Berry.
C. E. Crossman who returned from
Lewiston last week is boarding with
Mrs. Herbert Lufkin.
He is Very
poorly.
Seymour Berry is at work cn the
road hustling as usual. Seymour can
certainly build a good road.
Miss Daisy Davenport is at home
this week on account of the seri
ous illness of her fattier. Miss Wey
mouth Sis substituting in th© village
school for her.
Mrs. A. C. Mocre is visiting her
sister, Mins. Roland Wiithee in Far
mington. this week.
A letter from our Superintendent
of Schools F. A. Richardson, says
that the weather in Boston is all
tiie “ doctor ordered.”
Wish
we
might have a few warm days here.
Be sure and remember that we
have a preaching service at Madrid
village schoolhouse next Sunday at
3 p. m., preceded by a
Sunday
school, to which the public are cor-’
dially invited.
Rev. M. S. Hutchins
of Phillips will preach.
SUSB CRIBE
NO W
FOR
M A IN E
WOODS A N D
REA D A L L
T H E LOCAL NEW S.

A Seventy-Year-Old Couple.

Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Carpenter, Har
risburg, Pa., suffered from kidney
trouble for many years but have been
entirely cured by Foley Kidney Pill*.
He says:
“Although we are both in
the seventies we are a© vigorous as
we were thirty years ago.” Foley Kid
ney Pills stop sleep disturbing blad
der weakness, backache, rheumatism
and aching joints.
R. H. Preble.
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INSTILLING FEELING OF PATRIOTISM

H. W. Gilman, State Read Inspec
Airs. Cora Wheeler is the guest of
tor of Farmington, was here Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Webster Cf pr^
man for a short time.
day and with the selectmen and H.
Woodcock went over the proposed ex
Mrs. Emma Raymond, who t^g
tension of the State road,
which
been caring^ for her daughter, it*
begins at the Bluffs and extends toRay Welts, has returned to her
Grand Officers Inspect Carrabasset Ward Kingfield village. The work
in Phillips.
of building tlie road will commence
AD. and Mrs. F. H. Thorp* and
Lodge.
June 7 and will be in charge of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Savage ^
Woodcock who built the State road
guests on Sunday of Mr. and Mj.
(Special Correspondence.)
last year.
Edgar Savage of Farmington.
Kingfield, May. 24. Frank Stanley
For the second time the citizens
Miss Clara Virgin, is working for
of Dixfield was a visitor in town of Kingfield voted unanimously
at
Mrs. Ralph McLaughlin.
the last of the week.
the March meeting to give a day’s
Almon and Ada Pease of Phillip
Miss Ladle Vose has returned from work for the permanent improvement
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mi*.
Wakefield, Mass., where she
has of town roads.
The day for this
Ray L. Welts.
been spending the winter with her year lias been set for
Saturday,
The Oherton League will have a
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Will June 5.
The rtwwl to be built be
box supper at the sclmoliliousa ^
Potter.
gins at Kingfield village and extends
Saturday evening, May 29. Program
Gravel- will be
Mrs. Raohel Lander has gone to out Salem street.
for the evening consists of fjl&A
Portland to visit her mother,
Mrs. obtained from E. E. Tufts and A. E
and other games; bran pie for saleSavage and hay l'or the horses’ din
Mary Jlenniigar for a week.
sale of boxes, and music. If stormy
ners
will be furnished
on
the
Ralph Eaton has gone to Lisbon
thi> first fair Saturday evening, ah
The✓ committee in charge
Falls to work at painting and decor grounds.
are cordially Invited.
ating with IPs uncle, Edward Eaton. of the road building are L. L. Mitch
Among those who went to Strat ed, J. E. Voter, E. E. Jenkins. There
ton Friday wiith tbe JC H. S. Drama will be a basket picnic dinner. Cof
tic club, Mr. and Mrs. Walter (hatch- fee will be furnished on the grounds
J.
elJ, Mrs. Isaac DurreiJ. Raymond Mur by the dinner committee, Mrs.
E. Voter, Mrs. L. L. Mitchell, Mrs.
ray, Phil House.
Each resident of the
Miisis Alice Jeffers went to Boston H. G. Winter.
town
is
requested
to bring dinner for
Phillip», Maine.
Monday to visit Mrs. Lora McMul
one guest.
len and her two sisters.
Monuments, Headstones,
Rev. C. E. dDctey of Boston, pre
D. R. Danfcrth has an Elmore car
siding
elder
o
f
the
Boston-Cambridge
which he hast just purchased in Far
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
district of the Evangelical Associat
mington.
and
ser Come away from the toiling and moiling, away from the turmoil, and din,
Mrs. Stella Vcfie of Madison
is ion will have charge of the
Cem etery Work of all Kinds
visiting relatives in town for two or vices of the Kingfield Evangelical A w ay from the flurry and worry, the reaching and grasping, and sin,
church,
Sunday,
May
3Q,
and
also
three weeks.
Let us join in the floral procession, where beauty’s libations are poured,
during And ca rry the lilies and roses: Peace reigns, she is sheathing her sword;
Mr. an*I Mrs. O. *C. Dolbier were will hold special meetings
Let us march with the veteran soldiers today, and w ith plenty of cheer,
at their cottage. “ Camp Rest,” Tufts the week.
P H IL L IP S
ME.
And with them weave our memory garlands for one happy day in the year.
Pend Saturday and Sunday.
The farewell reception given
by So many have faltered , and wearied, who marched with the br^ve ones
All orders by mail or in peno®
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Whitten
of the Baptist Parish, to their paster and
abreast,
promptly attended to.
New Portland were guests of Mr. his wife was held at the church So many have passed o'er the bridges to the beautiful Islands of Rest.
and Mrs. W. P. Watson at Tufts Monday evening, May 17, when about
Pond Saturday and Sunday.
W. E. 250 people gathered to bid good-bye
Alward, Rangeley the first cf the week for
Farrar arrived Saturday ngiiht from to Mr. and Mrs. Longiey and listen Tufts, Erma Tufts, Esther
Lowell, Mass., and was a member to an interesting program of read I Clarice Weymouth, Thelma French, a brief visit. ^
Evangelist WaJu-b, who held revi- 1 H e a d q u a r te r s fo r everything
of the party.
ings and music.
Mrs. Jennie Mc i Rev. and Mrs. Longiey left the last
will j
Ti e following members of Carra- Leary received a the vestry dcor. of the week for Mr. Longiey’« new val services here last winter,
in the h a rd w a re line
preach at the Baptist church Sun- i
basiset Rebekah Ledge went to Phil Mrs. George H. Winter, Mrs. Chas. pariah in Caribou.
There will also be
Tlie Strong High school
baseball day, May 23.
lips Thursday evening to attend the Cross, Mrs. A. G. Winter, Mr.
High, services at the Universalist church Lumbermen’s and Blacksmiths
District Contention of Rebekah Lodg-! Charles
Gross,
Mr.
Horae e
G. nine will play the Kingfield
after next Sunday, when State Superin- Supplies, Doors, \Y indows, Store*,
es:
Mrs. B. E. Dolbier, Mrs. O. I. IWinter, Mr. F. E. Boynton, Miss school at Kingfield Saturday
Last Saturday the K. H. S. undent Rev. Asa M. Bradley
Landers, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Savage, IBernice William sen were the ushers. noon.
will Tinware, Plumbing Goods, SportMr. and Mrs. Herbert Wifcham, Mrs. Mr. F. B. Hutchins. Mrs. W. S. Saf- team went to Strong for the first
The K. H. S. dramatic Hub go to in^ Good», Paint*, Oils, \arnisk,
Florence Witham,
Mr. and
Mrs.; ford introduced Rev. nnd Mrs.
C. game with tide team and woo with
James Gates, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry j J. Longiey to the guesfbs. The fol a score cf 8 to 7, it being a close Stratton with their Senior drama Fri- Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Berry, George Hamden, Mrs. Jennie lowing program was enjoyed: Ser 1and interesting game.
day evening, May 21.
Automobile Supplies, etc,
McLeary, Miss Alice Jeffers,
Mrs. 1vice of song by the audience;
A daughter was born to Mr. ard
George Simmon«, our ('West towns
In
Clyde Simmons, Mrs. Henry Lufkin. strumental music, Mrs. Horace
We buy for the lowest spot ciih
G. ! Mrs. Roland Tufts, Saturday, May man, is quite sk'k with the sluing- j
lea.
Mrs. Lizzie Cole, Mrs. Forest Cool-j Winter; recitation, Mrs. Ruel
prices and give our customers the
Wil 13.
Clyde CarviUe was at home cn ac
ey.
This company made the trip j liams, who responded to an encore;
At the meeting of the Schok>l Board] benefit of the same.
in four autos, those of Harry Berry, song, Miss Bernice Williamson, Mr. count of sickness the first cf the Thursday evening all of the present I
S. J. Wyman, Freeland Savage. R. j Lloyd Williamson; reading, Mrs. Geo. week from lids work at A. K. P. Ed teachers were re-elected with t ie ex-|
V. Safford.
copticn of Mi«*« Amy X. Noyes, who
H. Winter; duet, Mrs. F. B. Hutch wards’ of New Portland.
Orren Tufts attended the Intercol resigned and will attend FarmingThere was a good attendance at ins, Mrs. A. G. Winter; recitation,
the special meeting of Carrabasset Mrs. Elmer Davis; song. Miss Be~- legiate Track MeAt at Waterville last ton Normal schorl this falll.
Rebekah Lodge Wednesday evening. nice and Mr. Lloyd Williamson, all week, returning Monday.
By order of the Court, Deputy;
The meeting was called for inspec joining in the chorus; presentation
E. C. Williamson has purchased cf Sheriff L. P. Hinds delivered
the j
tion by the Grand officers and the by Mrs. Wallace Safford of silk em Mr. Morton of Farmington a new Graves children, Erlon and Efnily to i
work was exemplified by the de broidered quilt and cushion contain Overland touring car.
their father, Tuesday afternoon, May
R. D. Knapp is building a two 18.
gree staff.
The visitors were Grand ing sixty-eight squares with name of
President Virginia Holbrook of Ban maker embroidered on white in cen machine garage on the lot in front
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Adams and j
gor and District Deputy
President ter of each square.
E. S. Iarrabee and A ltc« Wilber w-ere baptized Sunday
In presenting of the stable.
Ad die Norton of Farmington.
Ice the gift Mrs. Safford said,
“True his brother, W. V. Larrabee are do afternoon at the Lord bridge by Rev.
ALSO
cream and cake were served for re friendship is one. of the grandest ing the work.
C. J. Longiey.
In the evening the
Furniture of All Kinds
freshments.
Allen Dyer was at home frem Wil- candidates received the Right Hand '
things in the world.
We have here
The County Convention of the Wo a friendship quilt and pillow contri ton the first of the week.
of Fellowship and were admitted inman’s Christian Temperance Union buted by church members and other
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Cushman were Ito the Baptist church^
will be held at Kingfield in the even friends and in behalf of these
at
Riverside cottage fer the day Sat-, Deputy Sheriff L. P. Hinds
and
I
Phillips,
Maine
ing of June 3 and during the day present to Mr. and Mrs. Longiey this urday.
Traverse Juryman F. B.
Hutchins
and
and evening of June 4.
Included in quilt hoping it may bring very many
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Watson were are at Farm to gt on this week, attendSTRONG - MAINE.
this convention Tire the Unions of pleasant memories.”
Mr. Longiey at New Portland Sunday, tile guests jng ¿],e ]yiay session of the S. J.
Farmimgtc.n, Wilton, Kingfield, Phil
of
Mrs.
Watson’s
sister,
Mrs.
W.
L.
Court.
responded by saying, “ Our friends j
_____________ ;________
lips and Strong.
The committee in are more mimerous than I thought. Wihitten and father, A. S. Parsons.
charge are arranging an interesting Mrs. Longiey joins with me. While
I. J. Smith of Skowhegan jvas in
LAST MADRID
program.
sitting here I have been thanking of town T uesday.'.
Office ever National Bank.
Wednesday evening was K. H. S. the past, of the time I was called
Chief
Bridge Engineer,
Elmer
-----------May 24
benefit night at the moving pictures to preach the gospel and I thought Greenwood of Skowhegan, who works
Phillips,
:
Mail*
at Eldridge’s hall.
Over $11 were there would be no joy in it, but under the State Highway Commis- j Mrs. Ralph McLaughlin and young B0ph 'Phones
Pearl
received towards the payment
of new I praise God I ever had a call sion, was here Tuesday looking over Idaughter, Amber and Mues
the new school piano.
the ground preparatory -to a
pre- Buker were guests last Saturday and
to join the ministry and come here
Principal L. P. Hosley has
just
to Kingfiekl.
We extend to you liminary survey for the new State Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Buker
J. BLAINE MORRISON
received notification that the Stan our thanks for the beautiful quilt and bridge across the Carrabasset.
! of Weld.
■
ley High school has been approved
Bradford
Gordon
has
sold
lids
horse
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Dyer
and
child• Q t " L.QW
as we go frem here we go with more
by the New' England Certificate
- ren of Phillips were recent guests of :
courage than as though we had only to C. S. French«
Board.
Students graduating
now
Frank Alward has gone tp Reding- Mr. and Mrs. George Gould.
—--------- a few friends.
Kind words are not
ton to work at lumbering for th e 1 Mrs. Carl McLaughlin c f Phillip« Beal Block. Phillip« Fire and Life In*“ *1®*
from, the Stanley school can enter
lost.
Loving deeds count.”
He
any 'New England college.
summer with his father, J. H. A l- ! and her children were guests
r e - j________
’ n ‘ ii
thanked the choir for their support,
Some very good work has
been
ward.
—
centlÿ of Mrs. Ralph
McLaughlin
particularly the chorister, praised the
done by A. C. Woodard and R. L.
Miss Eloise Beals returned to her and Mrs. W. F. Sweetser.
work done by the superintendent of
Kimball of the Kingfield House, in
home in Wood fords Monday follow
the Sunday school, thanked
the
cleaning up Main street. It is a
ing several weeks’ visit In the family
DENTIST
teachers and deaoens and the lady
Our “ J I T N E Y ” O f f e r— T h is and 5<f.
goed example.
Clean-Up week lias
of Mrs. J. H. Alward.
collector of the salary
subscribed.
Hours
8
to
12;
1 to 5.
Evenir?«
DON’T MISS THIS.
Cu/k out this
been postponed this year for some
Mrs. Carl Code was at home from
In closing Mr. Longiey said, “ Gcd
slip,
enclose
with
five
cents
to
FolaPP°*"tment*
unknown reason.
bless you all, also the New Portland
ev & Co., Chicago, JTH., writing your
F. L. Jackson of Jay was in town
Parish and people.
My wife and I M AN T A K E S HIS O W N M E D I C I N E name and address clearly. You wl'l
5000 C ords
several days this week taking
the
IS AN O P T I M I S T .
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Peplar i w
and children will net forget you o-r
receive
In
return
a
triad
package
Government Manufacturer's Census.
wood wanted, delivered at any
your good deeds. Kind deeds
are
He La« absolute faith in Lis med containing Foley’s Honey and Tar on Sandy River & Rangeley L a k *«2
the music of the world.
Kingfield icine—-he knows when he takes
it i Ccanpound, for coughs, colds
and between Farmington and h’angeley
is a beautiful place and I would live for certain ailments l e gets relief. nroup, Foley Kidney ViiMs, and Foley between Strong and Salem. §
Don’t Be a “ Crouch.”
here a long time.
As I go
from People wil o take I>r. Kimg’m New Dis Cat’ artic Tablets.
A . W . M c L e a r y . Phillips,Me.
R. H. Preble,
Many persons acquire a reputation
here I fear I Shall be homesick. A covery for an Imitating Cold
are
f r crankiness and ground ness when
gain we thank you for the beanffu' >ptfcni»te—-til ey know this c ough rem
Call at the Phillips Home Bakery for your fresh bread,
their dispositions are not to blame.
quilt.”
The program closed by sing edy will penetrate ti e linings cf the cookies, cakes, cream pufTs. pies, doughnuts and hot rolls.
Peevinhuess, irritation,
morbidness,
ing.
Then refreshments of assorted throat kill the germs and open the
Quick lunches served at all times. Board and lodging bytfl
biliousness, melanc’ oka most often
■ake and ice cream were served in way for Nature to act..
^
aJ
You can’t day or week*
are tie result of impaired digestion
charge of the refreshment commit destroy a c old by superficial treatment
W e also carry a good line o f confectionery, cigars and col
and torpid liver.
Foley
Cathartic
tee, Mrs. F. B. Hu/tchlns, Mrs. G. —you must go to the cause of the drinks
Farmers’ ’ Phone
Tablets make you light, cheerful and
H. Winter, Mrs. J. H. Alward. The trouble. Be an optimist. Get a bottle
energetic.
R. H. Preble.
E .
waiters were Dana Tufts, Orren cf Dr. King's New Discovery to-day.

MANY ATTEND
RECEPTION

No. Franklin

Marble Works

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,

Pillows.

C. F. Chandler & Son,

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

D r. W .

H.

J. Carter,

B ATC H ELDER, Phillips, Me.
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IMMORTAL LEADERS OF THE BLUE AND GRAY

pie was extended to the South when,
under the leadership of Mr. Lincoln,
the rest of the Union prevented the
South from leaving the Union to build
up a southern confederacy. That is
why I say, fifty years after the mo
mentous event, it was a great day for
both armies and the nation.
Many things happened at Appomat
Date Should Be Irrevocably Fixed tox aside from the one overshadowing
event. One of them is the fact that
in the Minds of the Amer
Grant’s soldiers and Lee’s soldiers be
ican People.
gan to fraternize as soon as possible
after the surrender.
By J. A. WATROUS.
For nearly four years they had
(L ie u te n a n t-C o lo n e l U . S. A ., R etired .)
made it their business to kill, maim
AM writing on Wednesday, April
and capture as many as possible of
8 - but thinking of April 9, fifty each other.
years ago, when two powerful
Look at them now, at Appomattox,
American armies came together the
last time to fight after having fought at the end of the awful struggle. The
for nearly four years in a score or one dining and trying to minimize the
more great battles, not to mention embarrassment and humiliation of the
many smaller ones; the day upon other.
They had marched thousands of
which one of these armies, that of the
Army of Northern Virginia, which had miles hunting for or trying to get away
been under the command of Gen. Rob from each other—they had met on
ert E. Lee ever since June, 1862, sur the plains of Bull Run, at Antietam,
rendered to General U. S. Grant, com Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, Get
mander of all the armed forces of tysburg, in the Wilderness, at Spottsylvania, Cold Harbor, Petersburg
the Union.
It was a great day for both armies, and on a score or more of other
and, for that matter, the whole na battlefields, and there they were at
tion, the South as well as the North, Appomattox, on friendly terms, re
though Lee s army and the South did specting each other, the Yankee with
not look upon it from that standpoint the delight he did not try to express
at the time. 1 am of those who have lest he wound his brother in a dif
always maintained that the supremest ferent uniform, and th-* Johnny in the
kindness ever manifested toward a peo- gloom of defeat, but making the best
of it, and his fellow soldier in blue
helping him to make the best of it.
P R O B A T E N O T IC E S .
Here is another happening at Ap
pomattox which it is ‘ well for us to
At a Probate Court held at Fair- remember—for all classes: The broad
mington, in and for the County of humanity and timely generosity ex
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of hibited by our silent but great brave
May, in the year of our Lord one old leader, Grant. He who had been
thousand nine hundred and fifteen, by far the most successful of the
the faLLowing matters having
been Union commanders, who had inflicted
the severest blows the Confederacy
presented for the action hereinafter had received, and had won the Union’s
indicated, it is hereby ordered: That crowning victory by compelling the
notice thereof be given to all per surrender of the South’s best general
sons interested, by causing a copy i and its most powerful army, showed
of this order to be published three himself to be a statesman of unusual
weeks successively in the
Maine wisdom and penetration, and at the
Woods, a newspaper published
at same time a man of great heart—the
very best type of manhood. I do
Phillips, jn said County, that they
not feel that I can do justice to the
may appear at a Probate Court to painting, hence recall an interview
he held at said Farmington, on the Chaplain George W. Pepper had with
third Tuesday c f June, A. D. 1915, at General Lee in 1865, in which the Con
ten o'clock in the forenoon, and be | federate commander pictured the old
commander who died on Mount Mc
heard thereon if they see cause.
Henry T. Kimball, late of Range- J Gregor in 1885 in a way that touches
the hearts of all who served under
ley, deceased. ^Petition for Probate!
Grant. The chaplain said:
of will, presented 1v Harry V. Kim- j
“ Lee adverted t o . the character of
hall, the executor named therein.
Grant, of whom he spoke at length
Sarah T. Kimball, late of Ramge- in the most enthusiastic terms. He
ley, deeased.
Petition for Probate ascribed to him the .possession of the
cf will, presented by Harry V. Kim grandest attributes of American man
hood and said that he possessed the
ball, the executor named therein.
Jonathan Dill, late of Weld, deceas military talents requisite for the or
ganization of armies. In the generous
ed.
Petition for
administration,
terms accorded to the impoverished
presented by Florida E. Higgins.
South, of which he spoke several
Charles Fairbanks, late
of Phil times, Grant had won for himself im
lips, deceased.
Petition efr license perishable renown.
“ ‘I wish,’ said Lee, ‘to do simple
to sell real estate, presented by Fired
C. Fairbanks and Chester A.
Fair justice to General Grant, when I say
that his action toward my army is
banks, executors.
■without parallel in the annals of na
Tihaddeuis R. Barker, late of Phil
tions. When my poor soldiers, with
ip s , deceased.
Petition for con famished faces, having neither food
firmation of Trustee, presented by J. nor raiment, hungry and footsore, came
Blaine Morrison.
before him in the hour of surrender,
J. H. Thdtnp'Scn, Judge of said Court. it was then that General Grant im
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register. mediately;. issued thq . humane ordjer

LEE^SUiENDER
AT APPOMATTOX

I

Garras of Disease Should be prom ly expelled fremi the Mood.
This
a time when the system is ©s-pechy susceptible to them.
Get rId
all impurities in the blood by taklg Hood’s Sa.rsiaipa.riMa, and
thuis
rtify your whole body and prevent
ness.

, Infection in the Air.

Medical authorities agree that colds
are infectious.
In some cities child
ren with colds are barred from
schools.
The quickest and safe way
to stop colds, coughs and croup is to
give Foley’s Honey and Tar Com
pound. R. H. Preble.
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that 40,000 rations should be given
them. And that was not all. I was
giving orders to one of my subordi
nate officers, who was making out the
list of things to be surrendered. I
told him to include the hors'fes. At
that very moment General Grant, who
seemed to be paying no attention to
what was going on, quickly rose from
the camp stool and said: “No, no,
General Lee, no surrender of horses.
Not one, not one. Keep them all.
Your poor people will need them for
the spring crops.”
It was a scene
never to be forgotten.’
“ As Lee spoke lie paced the room,
and with tears streaming down his
cheeks repeated two or three times
the incident of the surrender.
“ I asked him whom he thought to
be the.greatest of federal soldiers. ‘In
deed, sir, judged by Napoleon’s test of
“Who did that?” General Grant is the
greatest of living American or Euro
pean soldiers.’ ”
Nearly twenty years ago, in a story
for the Chicago Times-Herald, I ex
pressed the hope that some day there
would be a peace monument at Appo
mattox with four figures suitably dis
played, those of General Grant and
General Lee, and a soldier in blue aud
another in gray; and I hope the na
tion will not wait nearly'one hundred
years, as in the case of Yorktown,
where another war ended.

The Swords

ofGrant and Lee

M ethinks tonight I catch a gleam
O f steel am ong th
pines,
And yonder by the lilied strea m
R epose the fo e m e n ’ s lines;
T he ghostly guard s w ho pace the ground
A moment stop to see
I f all is safe and still around
T he tents of G ra n t and Lee.
’Tis but a d ream ; no arm ies cam p
W h e re once their b a y ’ nets shone
And Hesper’s calm and lovely lam p
Shines on the dead alone.
A cricket chirps on yon d er rise
Beneath the ced ar tree
W h e re glinted ’ m ath the su m m er skies
T he swords o f G ra n t and Lee.
Forever sheathed th o se fam ou s blades
T hat, led the e a g er v a n !
T hey shine no m ore a m o n g the glades
T h at fringe the R npidan.
T oday their battle w ork is done.
Go draw them forth and see
T h at not a stain ap p ea rs upon
T he swords o f G ra n t and L ee.
The gallant m en w h o saw them dash
In comradeship to d a y
R ecall the wild, im p etu ou s dash
O f va l’rous blue and g r a y ;
And ’ neath the flag th a t proudly w a v e s
Above a nation free,
T hey oft recall the m issin g braves
W h o fought w ith G ra n t and Lee.
T hey slumber 'm o n g the tender grass,
T h e y slumber ’ neath the pines,
T h e y ’ re cam ping In the m ountain pass
W h e re crouched the serried lines;
T hey rest w here loud the tem p ests blow
Destructive in their g le e ^
The men who follo w e d long ago
T he swords o f G ra n t and L ee.
Their graves are ly in g side b y side
W h ere once th ey m et as fo e s;
And where th e y in the w ildw ood died
Springs up a blood-red rose;
O’er them the bee on golden w ing
Doth flit, and in yon tree
A gentle robin seem s to sin g
/
T o them o f G ra n t and Lee.
T oday no s trife o f sections rise,
T oday no sh a d ow s fall
Upon our land, and ’ neath th e skies
One flag w a v e s over a ll;
The Blue and G ra y as com rades stand.
A s com rades bend the knee,
Arid ask G od ’ s b lessin g on the land
.That gave us G ra n t and L ee.
So long as sou th w ard , w ide and clear,
Potom ac's river runs
Their deeds w ill live because th e y w ere
Colum bia’s b rav e sons.
So long as bend the northern pines,
And blooms the orange tree,
The swords w ill shine that led the lines
O f valiant G ra n t and Lee.
Methinks I h ear a bugle .b lo w ,
Methinks I hear a d ru m ;
And there, w ith m artial step and slow ,
Tw o ghostly arm ies com e;
s
T hey are the m en th a t m et as foes.
For ’ tis the dead I see,
And side by side in peace repose
The swords o f G rant and L ee.
Above them let Old G lory w ave,
And let each death less star
Forever shine upon the brave
W h o led the ra n k s of w a r;
Their fame resounds from coast to coast.
From m ountain top to sea;
No other land than ours can b oast
T he swords o f G rant and Lee.

—Author unknown..

WEST FARMINGTON

ys-pep-lets
Made only by C. I. HOOD CO.

KNOW T H E Y HAVE
P E N D IC IT I S .

P h illip s

Lowell, Mass.

Especially to correct sour
stomach, to give digestive
comfort, and prevent heart
burn and indigestion.
Dose: One
crushed in the mouth and swallowed
slowly. An almost immediate effect,
sweetening, comforting, and reducing
“that lump,” and promoting digestion.
Get a box today. 10c., 25c. or $1.
Take no
the name D v S 'tie
P®D
P 'ie f* « Substitute

Has its share of the proof that kid
ney sufferers seek.
Backache? Kidneys weak?
Distressed with urinary ills?
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
Don’ t have to look far. Use what
Phillips people recommend. Every
street in Phillips has its cases.

Here’ s one Phillips woman’s experi
last Thursday with Mrs. Fred Web ence.
ster.
Let Mrs. Alorzo Record, of Pleasant
She says: “ I cannot
Sabbath school at the sohoolhouse Road, tell it.
say too much in praise of Doan’s Kid
was well attended last Sunday.
ney Pills. They are the only remedy
Edwin Thu-rs-ton is> not quite as ! that ever gave me relief from backache
well.
, •
|and kidney trouble. I had suffered so
much that I was discouraged. I had a
Edwin Sawyer is failing.
: very lame and sore back and it was
Farmers are getting their
corn j hard for me to stoop. The secretions
ground ready and some have planted. from my kidneys were unnatural. I
had heard a great deal about Doan’s
A large proportion bf the children Kidney Pills and finally got a box at
at West Farmington are sick with Cragin’s Drug Store (now Preble’s
the mumps and measles.
Wilfred Drug Store.) They soon relieved me
and it wasn’ t long before I was cured.”
McCleary is sack With the mumps.
Price
50c,^ at all dealers. Don,t sim
Dr. Mary Cushman and
mother
ply ask for a kidney remedy—Get
have return,ed from Massachusetts.
Doan’ s Kidney Pills—the same that
Mr. and Mrs. Fred His-coek have Mrs. Record had. Foster-Milburn Co.,
gone back to their farm cn the riv Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
er road.
TORY HILL
Blinn White-more has had an attack
of chicken pox.
Mrs. Ella Hobbs has rented the
May 25.
vacant tenement in O. P. Dudley's
Mrs. Wesley Jackson and children
house.
of West Farmington visited
her
Will Parlin of Weld was in town* mother, Mrs. Wm. Mitchell' recently.
Geo. Brown and family arrived in
last week.
last
Nelson Marry visited at E. J. Ding- Phillips from WauKjhula, Fla.,
Wednesday
noon
and
are
visiting
ley’s last week.
Mrs. Brown’s mother, Mrs.’ Will Hood
The Musical Festival at Farmingfor a time.
ton was very much enjoyed.
Mr. and M-rs. Clhas. Hutchins were
Carrie Stinson and Emma
Page gue|£s of the latter's uncle
and
are stopping with friends at West aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Sampson
Farmington.
recently.
Judge C. C. Holman and Janies L.
Miss Patia Moores was a week-end
Tyler started at five o’clock Friday guest of her sister, Mrs. Emery
morning, went to Range-ley, did some Mcore and family in S-outh Strong.
busiaiess and returned to Farmington,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Badger
of
arriving at 11.45.
Rangeley were guests of Mrs. Badg
M;rs. R. Gocdwiiin and Mrs. N. E. er’s mctiher, Mrs. Will Hood recent
Sawyer went to the Grange last Sat ly.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Russell
urday night.
and little daughter also spent Sun
Mrs. Marion Whitney is assisting day o-n the Hill.
Mrs, O. R. Norton with her work.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gates were
NO T IC E.
callers at D. W. Tcothaker’s bne day
last week.
We are sorry to learn
I hereby warn and forbid all per that Mrs. Toothaker, who submitted
sons from harboring or trusting my to a serious operation four weeks
wife, Alma E. Grover cn my account, ago still remains seriously ill.
as I shall pay no bills of her con
M-ns. Geo. Hood suffered an ill
tracting after this date.
turn last Sunday and is very ill at
Marshall E. Grover.
this writing.
Avon, Me., May 20, 1915.
Ed Stinhfield is quite sick with
the grip.
SUSB CRIBE
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
WOODS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .
Some Forms of Rheumatism Curable

Rheumatism is a die-ease character
ized by palms in the joints and in
the muscles-.
The most
common
forms are: Acute and Chronic Rheu
matism, Rheumatic Headaches, Sclati
Rheumatism and Lumbago. All- these
types can be helped absolutely by ap
plying some good liniment that pen
etrates.
An application o-f Sloan’s
Liniment two or three tim-fes a day
to the affected part will give instant
relief.
Sloan’s Liniment is good for
pa-in, and es-peeiailly Rheumatic Pa-in,
because it penetrates to the seat of
the trouble, soothes the afflicted part
and draws the pain.
“ Slioau’s Lin
iment is all medicine.”
Get a 25<?
bottle now.
Keep it handy in case
of emergency.

May 24.
Bernard Vining attended the me
morial servitces at the Old
South
church last Sunday.
Leo Hunt and family visited at C.
B. Hardy’s- last Sunday.
W. Francois and wife visited Mr.
and Mrs. Ellsworth Last Sunday.
The Red schoolhouse circle met
D O N ’T

E v e r y S tre e t in

AP

Many Phillips people have chronic
appendicitis (which is not very pain
ful) ahd think it is just bowel or
stomach trouble.
Some have doc
tored for years for gas on the stom
ach, sour stomach or
constipation
and E. H. Whitney states if they will
try simple buckthorn bark, glycerine,
etc., as compounded in Adler-i-ka, the
German appendicitis remedy,
they
will be surprised at the QUICK ben
efit.
A SINGLE DOSE stops these
troubles INSTANTLY.
■

Seasoned Lumber Best.

Sound lumber, 25 years old, has
been proved by a German government
test to be materially stronger than
new stock.
Peruvian Petroleum Good.

Peruvian petroleum is said to rank
next to that of Russia in its suita
bility for producing high-grade lubri
cants
“ Slowed up” at Middle Age.

The hard working kidneys seem to
require aid sooner than other inter
nal organs.
At middle age many
men and women feel twinges of rheu
matism, have swollen or a-c-hing joints
and are distressed with sleep dis-^
turbin-g bladder ailments-. Foley Kid
ney Pills are safe, prompt and can
be depended on to give relief.
R.
II, Preble.

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL PAPER
For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

C. E. DYER’S,
STR O N G ,

-

-

M A IN E .

M A IN E

12

W O O DS,

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
'The W. C. T. U. meeting will be! Mrs. S. E. Austin and two child
her
held with Miss Luette Timberlake ren of Lewiston accompanied
mother,
Mrs.
E.
H.
Shepard
Home
Friday, June 4, at 2.30 in the after
noon.
It is. toped that aid mem and will make a visit.
Mrs. D. F. Field and Mrs. J. W.
bers will be present.
a fefw
Miss Cora Wheeler was 1m Far Brackett were in Portland
days last week on a business trip.
mington Monday.
J. Scott Brackett of Bowdoln passed
The Federated church, will serve a
Sunday with them.
dinner at the Parish House on Mon
Mrs. C. K. Jewett returned from
day, May 31, for meanhers of James
North
Jay Monday night.
E. Cushman G. A. R. and their wives.
E. Y. Hclt, Hollis Holt, Miss Shir
Also to the widewsi o,f soldiers.
It
is earnestly hoped that every mem ley Holt and Miss Tina Miller mot
ored to Farmington Sunday and
ber will be present.
met the following friends from DixThe King’s Daughters will meet
field who passed the day in Phil
With Mrs. Emma Greenwood Satur
Floyd Holt and the Misses
day evening, May 29, for tile pur lips:
June Simmons, Annie Stophir, Alice
pose of filling the crosses for the
Memorial work.
Members are re Rollins and Merton Holt of Liver
quested to biriing wild flower® and more Falls.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Badger of Ranpurple violets.
geley visited relatives in
Phillips
There will be an entertainment
from Friday until Sunday.
and pie supper at the Avon Valley
Mrs. Howard Toothaker of Port
sehoolhouse, June 4. All the friends
land came Wednesday noon fcr a
of the school are cordially invited.
visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Among the Lewiston bird-lovers,
Fred Davenport.
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Norton of Moun
Leon Wilbur, mail clerk between
tain avenue are particularly happy,
Phillips and Farmington will have a
as this spring has brought a pair of
three weeks’ vacation and will pass
the rare house wrens to one of the
some of the time in Auburn
with
birdhouses in their garden and they
relatives.
Mrs. Wilbur will accom
are very much enjoying the home
pany him.
making of these interesting birds. It
Charles' Mahoney of Portland is
seems that for some 30 years
the
quarantined for five weeks on ac
house wren was not found in this
count of scarlet fever.
vicinity.
Three years ago a pair
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Hamden
was reported nesting among the* trees
and son Nelson, were over from Bellin the Riverside cemetery.
That
grade Lakes by auto last Sunday.
pair have come back to their nest
. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Parker have
again this season.
been at Long Pond this week open
The Christmas Present club was ing up their cottage for the season.
entertained by Mrs. J. W. Brackett
Hon. and Mrs. H. B. Austin with
last Tuesday afternoon. In the ab their guests, Mr. and Mrs. M. H.
sence of Mrs. H. B. Austin and Mrs. Hardwick of Boston went to KenneC. E. Parker, members of the club, bago Monday for a few days’ fish
Mrs. Lester Bead and Mrs. A. W. ing.
Bean were guests.
In two weeks
Mrs. Mabel Hoyt iis having a large
Mrs. H. W. True will entertain.
number of orders for cemetery work.
R. H. Trecartin, who is clerk in On a recent trip to Rangeley she
Hawker’s drug store in Waterville took $650 worth in one day. W e are
came to Phillips Wednesday for a pleased to note the success of Mrs.
few days.
Mr. Trecartin likes his Hoyt in her work.
She is rushing
new position very much.
much work for Memorial Day.

To the Man Who Never Wore

REGAL SHOES:
For twenty-five- years Regal
Shoes have stood at the fore front
in fine footwear at moderate
prices. So great has Regal businese grown, that today it re
quires the output o f four great
factories to supply the demand.
Over 20,000,000 pairs o f Regals
have been sold.
W e can provide a R egal for ¡every purpose—
from sturdy heavy sole boots for all-around ser
vice to the latest designs in boots for street wear.
Your money cannot buy better shoes.

P H IL L IP S ,
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Hazen Sweetser and Miss Marguer
ite Bates were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Elgin Sweetser in Farming-1
ton.
Miss Kathleen Tolan of Lewiston,
who lias been nursing Mrs., W. B.
Butler for the past month, is the
guest of Mrs. j . L. Boston for a few
days.
We are pleased to report
that Mrs. Butler is recovering nice
ly.
Miss Elsie Badger, who is
the
pastry cook at Indian Rock this sea
son, is having a busy time these
days, as they have had many guests
for the early fishing.
Miss Badger
bias been a bit skeptical in the past
when she has heard of someone us
ing a barrel cf flour in two weeks,
but She has recently used a barrel
in 11 day®.
Miis® Badger bias cook
ed at Hobart’s camp for the past
two years and has th ©reputation of
being a very fine cook.
Word received from. Moutford Humtoon of Texas City Wednesday stat
ed that he had left the hospital after
being there three weeks for tonsilli
tis.
He is' much better but says
lie bias lost touch flesh,
A card received from Mrs. A. D.
Prescott from Santa Ana, C!al'., where
she has passed the winter says: “ I
leave here th© 29th, will stay in
Arkansas City about four weeks, and
then start East so will see all cf
my good friends again.
I have had
a fine winter.
Mr. and Mrs. H.
P. Farrar and daughter and myself
and my son and wife motored
to
’Frisco to attend the Fair. Our trip
covered 1212 miles and was wonderful.
We also motored to San Diego, Cal.,
but the distance was only 400 miles.
I have surely seen something of Cal
ifornia.
The two “ Fairs”
are.
great.” .
'

The Sedgeley Store

Mir. A. B. Carter of Lewiston is
in town this week with his usual
display of handsome needle and hand
work embroideries.
Mr. Carter has
been a visitor to Phillips
for 17
years.
Take advantage of the low rates
and attend the Maine State Expos
ition at Portland June 7th to 17th
inclusive.
Great chance to take in
a fine exhibit and also the attract
ions of Portland, which are many at
this season of the year.
Number
less side trips etc.
Note the date
in tlie ad. ,of the Sandy River & j
Rangel ey Lakes railroad in
this
paper when you can get
another
discount on tickets to Portland,
v
New Move Against Stumps.
Because boring stumps preparatory
to blasting is an arduous task an. in
ventor has devised an auger driven by
a portable gasoline engine.
Honeymoon Lies.
A honeymoon produces more lies to
the square minute than any other pe
riod of a person’s life.—“ Tlie Thirty
Days,” by Hubert Wales.

NEW IDE
PAPER
PATTERNS

10 Cents
4 4 inches bust
measure.

inches bust measure.

77*5— Ladles’ Three-Piece
Circular Skirt

7841— Ladies’ Three-Piece Skirt

Sizes 24, 26, 28, 30, 32
inches waist measure.

Sizes 24, 26, 28, 30, 32,
34, 36 inches waist
measure.

W e have two days more, Friday and Saturday, in
which to take subscriptions, at the low price of 35 cents,
for 12 copies of The Women’s Magazine, 1 copy of New
Ideas in Fashions, and 1 pattern.
W rite or ’Phone your order.
Farmers’ Telephone 38-11.

UNDERWEAR & HOSE
Jersey underwear in separate pieces
and union suits.
Muslin underwear in separate pieces
and combinations.
Hose 2 pr. for 25c, 25c and 50c.
BtxttoricK

Gets Hardened.
After a man has acquired a reputa
tion for being lazy bis conscience
doesn’t trouble him when his wife is
doing washing fcr the neighbors.

P a tte rn s

D. F . H O Y T ,
N o . 5» B e a l B lo c k ,

P h illip s , M e .

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry

F a r m e r s ’ T e l.

Give your orders early for tomatoes, cabbage, cauli
flower and celery plants for the garden.
NOTICE
Pansies, asters and potted plants.
I am at your service with an
up-to-date equipment for making
a thorough examination of the
refractive and muscular condi
tions of the eyes.

FR A N K F, GR AVES,
Registered Optometrist
New Sharon Maine

4 Per Cent Interest

Store

S to c K

6 . M. HOYT,

N o . 2 , B e a l B lo c K , P H illip s , M e .

Edgar R. Toothaker, CASH STORE
! STRAW BERRIES !
»
CUKES
j
LETTUCE

j
j Oranges

m

A t T h e C lo th in g

in

Rates of interest on the
best grade of bonds and
notes are higher than they
have averaged for the past
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
- Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will
be paid on Savings Depart
ment Accounts.

Open Saturday Evenings.

Phillips National Bank!
PH ILLIP S,

■

M A IN E

Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR

AND

POPLAR

j Pulpwood delivered at
j any point on line of Sandy
m

and Bananas

and Rangeley Lakes
jHOME"CANNEDj River
Railroad.
i Mustard Pickles = H A L E Y & F I E L D
Sour Pickles
Phillips,
Maine
all at
I
i

i B E A N ’ iS î
j Phillips,

Me.

Charley’s Compliment.

Little Charley was saying good
night. After kissing his grandmother,
nncle and father, he came to his mam
ma. “ Why do you kiss me last?” she
said. “ Oh, well,” said the little fel
low, “you see I don’t want your kiss
to come off.”

High Grade

Watch Repairing
W E D O A LOT
BECA U SE
WB D O IT WELL

A. G. CRONKHITE,
PHILLIPS, ME.

